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of very infear-grades, but the
prices realized were in the ma-
jority of cases satisfactory, and
as a result there were but a few
rejections.
A large crowd of farmers at-
tended the Sale andrkeen inte-
eat was shown, especially by
, those who had tobacco on the
floor, while many growers at-
tended to witness the inaugura-
tion of the loose leaf sales in left the church he could exile
Calloway county. - Ithemt,to siberta.o
.  teal  the f
States, but that would not with- surrounding district to town, the DEAD AGE EIGHTY THEE YEASout other assistance, sell a single catalog houses will get the busi- and rains heavy during the past
bill of goods, because it is pub- ness. The silent, ever-working 
we.ek and up to the middle of -
;_imt very loft,- in fact too-soft-to 4 ..,- - 
u Sr -
, ,.... ,ed a new high level for the sea- ..._.. a a, _ . _ . licity advertising. It is the kind list of goods with prices attach._
The prices ranged from $2.10 ' Bettie Atherton, wife of J. M. 100 merchants of our countryiquarter page, hal even
a:deliver. Receipts were- light night 
anhell"fle of her deligk-=- --son on the local market. Fulton.--Kya, Jan. 18.—Mrs. of afivertisfing which- 99- out ofied, conspiculously
f disPpagelaTor lu
to $3.10 for lugs, an average of , Athertor, a leading family near towns have always done and are' full prige of the weekly paper, 
This wet spell was broken. up ter, Mrs. Ed P. Turnley, Claris-
blizzard d since there has vine Tenn., where she had beet.
$2.80 being maintained, while Crutchfield, fell into the cistern
the leaf brought from $4 to $8 at her home late Monday after-
It is the-purpose of the corn- noon and narrowly escaped being
pany to hold sales as often as re. drowned. She was still uncon-.
concern might be made known together and create conditions
H. P. Farris, of Mayfield, least to eery citizen of the _ that will:bring trade o the 
some time
on the block as salesman, and WONAN FALLS WO
the bidding was spirited, and as RESUMERS ALSO PLUNGE INa resulf the price of lugs reach-
iwisseenessiesisiemosesisellniSIVOITINOW4OFFINWPar,MairliliP
T
T  MURRAY LEDGER.
VOL 40 40. 1117aitAT, 1011111TUOICT THURSDAY. JANUARY 90, 1010
-
Christian Countyto-itote off
Large Bond Issue For Roads
HopkinsvMe, 1Cy:, Jan. 18.— will be expended by a bi-Pertl-
Sigsed by leading citizens of ev- sea- commission of four mert,
cry locality in Christian county, who will be chosen by the citi-
petitions were lodged for record
yesterday in the office_g_ the
county judge eaglet for an diec-
tion on Saturday, March 18, to
The newspapers in the country
towns of the United States are,
if properly used, ;votively tbe
best selling agents in America.
w
made herib3fori: tam reedy to
back it up with the proof. Right
submit to the voters of Christian ell rights in this matter, and here, however, I want to go on
county the qiestion authorizing will adopt a resolution to this record with the statement that
a $400,000 bond issue for the im- effect at their next meeting, there are millions in money was-
provement and development of In order to make the legality ted ia this country every year
ithe roads of the county. This is of the commission certain the by manufacturers and merchants
the result of a swim of mass present legislature will be asked who are reasonably sensible in
meetings held by the citizens to pass an enabling act. Prepa- everything else, but do not stop
under the auspices of the fiscal 41 ratien of_thir bill, si well at_tbo_ to give thought-Ito_the thin
court and the Christian County I resolution to be adopted by the they are trying to accomplish
Oood Roads Association.
It is proposed that all work
done on the roads, if the propo-
sition carries, shall be under the
state-aid plan, and with the sup-
ervision of a United States gov-
ernment engineer. The money
flscaMprt, has been placed in
the hands of a committe com-
posed of Judge James Breathitt,
0. H. Anderson, W. T. Fowler,
J. E. Byers, C. H. Bush and
, County Attorney Ira D. Smith.
'There is a general enthusiasm
over the movement.
zens at a meeting called for that
purpoge at the court house no
Wednesday. The members of tha
fiscal court are willing to waive
dieryfkit jesilatn_ illarlyh4raecurrent
1 00a PO II NOS- fir „,,,,,erhisr,..htoat:,ve .ntrzaz-ened to control a numerous andGo IN rmsT SALE eenffsel:tv,ev4 asPetof people, ntothi itngthies at.
Itribute of divinity and especialI sanctity. Superstition controlsJ. W. Winchester & Co. held the masses more effectually than
the first sale of tobacco at *their soldiery. A man will feel coma
loose leaf warehouse Tuesday of pelled to withold judgment of
tnis week at which time about I even a despotic and dissolute
ruler if he sincerely believes90,000 pounds of the weed were
offered. Quite a large number that 
ruler rules by divine axiname on the road fences, are once. The simple method of con-pointment. The Czars of Rus price that they have accepted
of out of town buyers were pros- have not only claimed divine publicity advertisers. It is prob. trolling that trade is the adver- for any leaf out of the 1914 crop,
ent and Weal buyers also attend,, right, butly.the ignorant. have ably safe-to say thatanatene per' *Ailing Page& of the Itleal news- and they have only a small •per
ed and purchased a number of been credited with divine attri- cent of those who spend fortunes paper, which should be made the cent of these low grades. They
advertising. It never pulls an These articles are, I believe, sow-
order.
RESULT advertising is that 
fug seed_ Which Will take root and
flourish long after the author of
are selling from 7 to 8 cents forkind which quotes prices in evs them and all of those in the pres• the leaf. Practically all of the
ery instance. It is the kind that ent generation—"have passed large buying interests arepulls orders. The catalog houses into silence and pathetic dust." • resented in the country now, brat:: - -use only "RESULT GETTING When the country merchants 1
ADVERTISING." 
The association reports sale of they are going slow with theist-
are able to control the bulk of
The manufacturers of liver the local trade to which they are ranging from Gi
47 hogsheads this week at prices buying.
to 10 etc They So far there have been no Pea—pills and horse liniment, or the entitled, improved business con- sold some of their lowest leaf at parations made for the plantisse-
country merchant who paints his ditions will be in evidence at 6i cents, which is the lowest the 1916 crop, but it is a little
early for burning plant beds and
preparing for a crop. Prices.
'no doubt,-Irtir einfse a snuffles
planting, but if farmers milecrops. The sale was a success u •
s ken of b the devout as the
s ong every year to keep their names mail order catalogue of every also sold some medium to Rood realize that the low quality el
from every viewpoint. 'Holy Czar,7the 'God on Earth,'
Po
The bulk of the offerings was the 'Adjuster of the Earth.' His
personality, is sacred. None are
worthy to crown him. He crowns
himself in that great Church of
the Annunciation in Moscow
which is paved with jasper, con.
nelian and agate, while Moscow
bells, hundreds and tens of thous-
ands, ring to proclaim him. Un-
til as late as ten years ago, when
he himself by manifesto renoun-
ced his divine right, the Czar
had autocratic authority, not
alone over the bodies but over
the souls of his subjects. If they
01.60 raft irilA1
Well Known Business Man
Dies AN,. Very Brief Illness;
Mr. Henry B. Scott, a resident
of this city for the past forty
years, died last Thursday night
at his home on Institute street
ter a _brief illness of heart.
getterili the shape of crrculir trouble. .
letters or personal solicitations Mr. Scott was about 57 years
to the retailer. They entirely of age and a native of Missis-
overlook the most important part sippi. He came to Murray many
was a Miss Pursiey, of Carn% -
one son, one sister, Mrs. E.
Diuguid, of this city and threw_
brothers, one of whom residua
In radueak-ase In Besionnie,
Aim, and ontrin Mississippi.
The funeral services were coo-
ducted In the Methodist chareks
Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clositof the advertising benefits to years ago and has been associa- 1 by R. Hassell and the buris‘which they are entitled for the ted with many business enter- took place in the City Cemetery.prises, being in charge of the  l money they spend.
There will come a time, I furniture store of E, S. Diuguid .
& Son for the past several years. the market, and sold at Priemhope when every graded school
eountry will include a
course of practical instructions
At one time Mr. Scott was In
business with the late Davy
Dees, son of S. H. Dees.
in advertising, and I have no He was a popular business
doubt but that some of us will man, a splendid citizen and had
live to see the change wIfich'an.ia wide acquaintance throughoutlthe county. He was a memberint Ili at direction f d rt.
age houses. I would say the mar- I will be in rray oelifondire-
muleA. Pre--
all grades of all old tobacco. The fer coming two r
I better grades especially a little




pill., ompounders of horse lini-
ments, cough medicines, Booth.
lug syrups, etc.. and so they are.
But they do not follow up their
when they place orders or ad-
vertising.
How many know that'there is
a difference between advertising ;of the Methodist church, W. O. more progresea in buying loosefor PUBLICITY and advertising ing effortal originating in such W. and Tribe of Ben Hur fra-
for RESULTS? The difference instructions, will have on im- 1 ternal orders.
I. this: He is survive. a wife, sow_Ar
The advertireMent which does the smaller towns of this coun- --
proved business conditions of 1
;some sections where the cropsnot quote a price is PUBLICITY try. The change is sure to come. 3
are not so good about 6 cents in
the top price for leaf, while isI. other sections the better crops
ranging from 7 to 8# cents, bait 
very little of these gradei have,
or their goods before the public
know how to take advantage of
the prestige which their publici-
ty advertising has created.
Paint the name of Felix Jones
& Company, St Louis, Grocer-
ies, Boots and Shoes on every
barn, fence and bulletin board
in the country, Or advertise it
in every newspaper in the land,
and it is safe to say that the ad-
vertising would not, of itself,




shown up so far. _
During the early part of the
week buyers were busy in the
country and they made semi
tobacco than heretofore. Priem
generally range from 6 to 6 cent.
for leaf and 2 cents for lugs. fa
,merchant in the town. leaf at 9 to 10 cents. Their stock the present crop has much to Ors
is getting low and sales will nat. with the low prices it is briar-
urrally be small from now C.11 4111.- ing they might make endeavor-
til they wind up selling. - to make less and better tobacecoe
There were no independent 'this year, but it is hard at thaw,:
sales reported this week over time to say what their intentiair.
the district, but some offers have are.—W. B. Kennedy, Paducah-
been made for some medium and: - lisats4.
good leaf stored 'iT1 country stor- I. 0
ket was unchanged but firm on
Many storekeepers hesitate
about---advertisiag:4eaders, be-
cause of the fear that a compet-
itor across the street will im-
mediately quote lower prices.
That reasoning is wrong. Re-
!member that famous utterance
'by one of the signers of the De-
claration of Independence: "If
we do not hang together they
, will hang us separately." That
is the case of the country town
ben E. Cl
1 The weather has been warm
this week. Tobacco in the barns' Mrs. Nan Gollady died Qundi
still doing. They may imagine is the only competitor the niail Ybeen absolutely nothing doing in
that they are following the ex- order man is afraid of. It is the loose tobacco.
ample set by the manufacturers , keynote of success ul business
Farmers generally have strip-of well known brands of liver for the home town.
I ba d hung 't in
ceipts will justify, and they wail emus last night, but it was be. __ ,-- _ - -   —
-sake endeavor to hold a sale lieved she would rea - her aid. When they attempted • Cook and Miss Mary Caldwell.
She went outto ei:4-. a buckettic
soft from the continued rains 
gave way and they all fell into marriage at the Brick church on
to draw her up thei dirt again of McConnell, were united inaach week as soon as tobacco
of water. The earth had becomeeminences to move freely.
the cistern. The water was sev- State Line street the past week,
Trick Keeps Czar All Powerful .and gave way under the box or eral feet deep and in the, excite.. Rev. F. 0. Howell officiating.
top of the cistern and Mrs. Ath- merit when the others fell in, The couple belong to leading--- -
In February Woman's Home erton was precipitated several Mrs. Atherton sank, but others families of McConnell. The bride
Companion Laura Spencer Por-ifeet down into the water. Her held her up. At length all were is the lovely daughter of Tom
ter tells of a highly successfuli cries of alarm brought her hue- rescued. i Caldwell, and a social favorte in
method of trickery that helps to I band to her rescue. She caught Mrs. Atherton is nearly 75 1, the community. The groom is
keep the Czar of Russia on his hold of the chain and Mr. Ather- years of age and it is feared thel a member of the firm of Cook &
"prone in spite of the present ton was able to keep ber from
signs that you can't fool all the sinking, but was unable to draw
people all the time. her up. she being a large som-
"The Czars of Russia have an. Tom Carter, a neighbor,
their immense power not only and wife and one or two others
fall and being in the water some! Rawls, leading merchants of Mc-
time might result seriously. Connell. and is very popular.
(Mr. Cook is a son of the late
Mazy Relatives ia Calleway. W. M. Cook and a nephew of E.
J. Cook, this county, and Judge
through mater:al wealth and sol- we near by and also came to Fulton Ky., Jan. 17.—W. 0. T. P. GOA, of Hopkinsville.)rc
for several years.
Mrs. Golladay was a daughter-
of James Garnett, now decease's)._
pw olived in the Tugglevile--
I their barns where they will re- neighborhood, and was one -eir
order it. and we must have a drY the oldest of a large family of
spell and another season before children, only two of whom are,
receipts of loose tobacco call be now living—Mrs. Lewis S. Gar-
arger h tobacco • d nett,o , d Mrs
livered in too soft order. Julia Burnett, mother of
The loose floor sales here and Burnett,of this city, who no
Ma s field were light and the lives in Calloway county. Mesa
!offerings as a rule very poor. iGolladay was the widow of Wm.
;Prices for all grades of lugs were D. Gollady, who died nearly fifty
strong and the better grades of years ago on his farm on Casey--
leaf showed more strength than creek, near Roaring Springs..
they have done heretofore. No Mrs. Golladay made her home!.
leaf has appeared on the market there on the farm continuousire
that we could grade good, but since then until a few years age,
some showy leaf with fair body She was 83 years of age at her-
and good color has appeared on death.—Cadiz Record.
•444‘4.4044-4Eelte404+41+410-4reiteiti.**-ore4telteigesteiceigeireveSteile.•:1404•Iteiteire4g44eice4ceite4reiceste0+4e.eileireitelKelte4ee4re*-:-Iteiceire4te Ori).-41+4•PIPC•1•+4•4•4PC•4•4•41.0•4[4•1**+41•0• 4•04•.10.1•414‘111:•414•41+4•01/04110•04041041111.-
































Later, when the other, had left
them to thumb/as in the music
room, Sabrogeat fat big chair by the
°Pen window And Julia Redmond
Played to him. The day was warm.
There was a smell of spring flowers
In the air and the vases were filled
With girofles and sweet peas. But
Sabron smelled only the •toleta in
Julia's girdle. Her hands gently wan-
dered over the keys, finding the tune
that fiabron longed to hear. She
played the air through, and It seemed
as though she were about to sing the.
first verse. She could not do so, nor
could she speak.
flatiron rose and came over to
where she sat.
There was .4 low chair near the
piano and he took it. leaning forward.
his hands clasped about his knees.
It had been the life-long dream of this
simple-hearted officer that one day be
would speak out his soul to the wom-
an he loved. The time had come.
She sat before him in her unpreten-
tious dress He was not worldly
enough to know it cost a great Price,
nor to appreciate that she wore Ito
jewels-nothing except the dowers he
had sent. Her dark hair was clus-
tered about her eater and her beauti-
ful eyes lost their fire in tenderness.
"When a man has been very close.
to death. Mademoiselle, he looks about •
for the reason of his resurrection.
When he returns to the ore& he
looks to see what there is in this life
to make it worth living. I am young
-at the beginning of my career. 1
may have before me a long life in
which, with health and friends. I may
find Much happiness. These things
certainly have their worth to a nor-
mal man-but I cannot make them
real before my eyes Just Yee As I
eteek Upon tlie-letreiff -whtett I baser
returned. I see, nothing but a woman
and her love. If I cannot win her for
my wife, if I cannot have her love-'
He made an expressive gesture .which
more Ingiressively than words implied
bow com_pletely he laid down every
thing else to her loee and his.
He said, not without a certain dig-
nity: "I am quite poor; I have only
my soldier's pay. In Normandy I own
a little property. It is upon a hill
and looks over the sea, with apple
orchards and wheat fields. There is a
house These are my landed estatell.-
hfy manhood and my love are my for-
tune. If You cannot return my love I
shall not thank Tremont for bringing
me back from Africa."
The American girl listened to him thrilling adventures had come to an
with profound emotion. She discov- 'elide Before fires on the friendly
ered every second how well she un-
derstood him, and he had much to
say, because it was the first time he
had ever spoken to her of his love.
She had put out both her hands and.
looking at him fully, said simply:
"Why it seems to me you meat
know how I feel-how can you- help
knowing how !eel?" • desert, the long runs across the Maitbi
• • • S• • • on his journey back to France!
After a little he told her of Nor-1 Now he closed 
his eyes. As a faith-
mandy. and how he had spent his ful friend he rested 
in the atmes-
childhood and boyhood in the chateau 1 phere of ha
ppiness about him. He
overlooking the wide sea, told her bad been the 
sole companion of a lone'
bow he had watched the ships and ly man. now 
ho had become part of
used to dream of the reunifies be- I a family-
yond the horizon, and how the apple.
blossoms filled the orchards in the
.pring. He told her how he longed
to go back, and that his wandering
life had made It impossible for years.
Jolla whispered: 'We shall go there during the recent revival In Ebenez
er
In the spring, my friend." chapel. "since I was converted and
He was charming as he sat there ashed whiter dart snow, tw
o mont's
holding her hands closely, his fine ago. I has b
een eiebut sin, bless de
eyes bent upon her Sebron teed her Lawd!
 I's sanctified, and couldn't
things that had been deep iq his 1 commit
 sin if I wanted to 1--"
heart and mind, waiting for her here -Hol
d on a minute. mull brudder!"
111:1111AT,
111






_TION BILLS WITHOUT PROVISION
FOR RAISING REVENUE'.
40 CONSIDERATION OTHERWISE
Commonwealth Not 'To Se Burdened
With Such Bills Without,
Attorney General te Report
Adopting a resolution offered by
Senator Hite Huffaker, of Loulliville.
the  tenter brepet_pf the legislature at
session called upon tar attorney gen-
eral for information as to the status
of legal proceeding. instituted to re-
cover vertain motives alirgea due the
state from the state board of health
following the investigation and report
of the epeeist *ORMe proba# eLialiddlttii•
airing the 1914 session of the Oeneral
Assembly. The ilieffaker resolution,
which Went through without debet•
Or division, follows- 'Whereas, the
special committee on Investigation of
the lele eseeeskin of the senate, by a
epeeist report to that senate, recom-
mended that the attention of the
state's legal department be called to
certain items due the state from the
elate board of health, which items in
agate. amoaatadi to.112.111111.1I
and, Whereas, the attorney general
has brought suit for the recovery of
said sum of money and said suit has
been pending some eighteen months,
now, therefore be it Resolved, that the
attorney genersi be requested to In'
form the senate as to the present
status of said proceeding.."
THE END
so many months .Finally, everything
merged into his present life. and the
beauty of what he said dazed her like
an enchantee sea. He was a sold' ;
a man action. yet -a-dreamer_ The
fact that his hopes were about to-be
realized made him tremble, and as he
talked. everything took light_ from this
victory. Even his house In Normandy
began to seem a fitting setting for the
beantiful-- -kmerican.
''It is °Lee a Louis XIII chateau; it
stands eery high, surrounded by or-
chards whieli in-the-iipring are
eete.
handl met and clasped "Pitchoune
is the only one in the world who is
not de trop," said Julia gently.
Sabron, lifting her band again to
his lips, kissed it long, looking tete
her eyes. Between that greet mete
tery of the awakening to be
they drew near to each other-nearer.
Pitchoune sat before them, waiting.
He wagged his tail and waited. No
one noticed him. Ile gave a short
bark that apparently disturbed no
one.
Pitchoune had become de trop.
He was dlerrefit. Withsympathetie
eyes he gazed on his beloved master
and new tnistreos, then turned and
quietly trotted across the room to the
hearth-rug sitting there meditative-
ly for a few minutes blinking at the
empty grate, where on the warm
spring day there was no Ore.
Pitchoune lay down before the fire-
less hearth, his head forward on his
paws, his beautiful eyes still discreet-
ly turned away from the lovers. He
drew a long contented breath as dogs
do before settling into repose. His
't
as snow."
"We shall go there in the spring,"
she whispered.
Sabroe stopped speaking, his rev-
erie was done, and he was silent as
the intensey of his live for her
surged over bine lifted her &Ot-
t-ate hands to his lips. -It is April
now," he nide ad hi* voice shook.
'It Is spring now, nieelove,"
• • • 0 _ •
At Julies side was a slight
She cried: Pitcheunele lie put 'Is
paws on her knees and lookeu up into
her face.
"Brunet has brought him here.'" said
-Sabron, "and that mean, the good
chap 111 attending to his ow
n love.
Julia laid her hanti on Pitaisounoei
bead -*"-rie
teia6)t. 4tIleer,14"
^He will by., the forests." Aitid
liabron; ."there are rabbits there:"






Manhood and My Love Are My
Fortune."
hearth of the Louis XIII chateau,
where hunting dogs were carved in
the stone above the chimney, Pit-
choune might continue to dream in
tee days to come. He would hunt
rabbits in the still forests above the
wheat fields, and live again In the
firelight his great adventures on the
Explaining His One Little Lapse.
''Bruddren and sistahs," in triune
phant tones announced Brother Bogus,
(Special Frankfort Curritspondene• 1
Frankfort.- -Appropriation bills, en-
acted without any provision for rale.
Ing the revenue to meet the appropria-
tions, will enjoy short shrift when
they reach the executive office for ap-
proval. Goy Stanley has given it out
In no uncertain terms that he will not
burden the commonwealth further
with nothing but the public credit and
Interest bearing warrants to meet
them and will veto them as fast as
are---passett -There -mar
ceptions in the face of absolute neces-
sity; but the necessity. rill ,have to
be unmistakable,. he say.: Tem sena-
tors called on him in regard to an ap-
propriate:Re tor clityltigOlielveampaign
to eradicate ,trachoma. Ong of them
was from the mountain, and the other
from the heart of the Blue-grass. The
governor reregeized the beneficent na-
ture cef the purpose; but., turning to
one, he inquired if there was any coal
land in his section he desired taxed
to ra:se the money, and of the other
he desired to know whether any of the
fat kine and fast horses in his section
were to bear their share of the bur-
den of expense. Both answered In the
negative and he saidehe could not con-
sent to further increasing the public
debt. The Western Normal school,
which issued bonds to the amount of
$100,000 and pledged as security the
property of the institutfon. under an
act of 1914. failed to arouse his sym-
pathies to the extent of an appropria-
tion to meet the annual installments
of $5,000 on the indebtedness.
Instructor to Be Relieved,
Lieutenant Arthur R. Underwood,
U. el.. Teseeetteth Infantry. who has
been detailed at thit-State"rniveralBe
at Lexington as instructor-inspector in
military tactics, will be relieved of
duty there Feb. Ite and will rejoin his
regiment, according to an order issued,
by the war department. State.Theivier-
sity Is one-of -the rollerea. which Tk.
eeives an appropriation for military.
agricultural and scientific training of
students under the land grant act.
Senate Committees Named.
The following committees have been
named for service in the Senate:
Public Buildings and mondments--Rob-
ert Antle. Chairman; J. E. Stewart, Hit.
Huffaker. .1. Mack Thompson.
Judiciaryl-Hit• Iluffaker, Chairman,
Robert Antle Webster Helm. D Ii Peak.
A E. Stricklett, J. Slack Thompson, J. R.
Zimmerman.
Constitutional Amendment-3 F, Tim-
merman. Chairman: Robert .1ntle. W. A.
Frost, Charles H Knight. L C
C. F. Nu-mot-emery, A E. Stricklett, J
Howard Williams.
Propositions and Grievances-R C. Bal-
lard Trigg. Chalretafi:-. Anil,. 3.-
Reklen Glenn, L. C. Littrell. A. E. Strick-
lett_ • •
Judicial Districts and ReappertIonment
harlea D. Arnett. Chairman. J Albert
ach. T. J. Moore. J. Howard Williams.
Zimmerman
C'nOrts and Legal Procedure-0 H.
Peak. Chairman: Charles P Arnett.- Blab-
up C. Huntsman, 15
Mack Thompson_ •
Game. Fish and etwestry--J. Howard
Williams, Chairman: Charles D Arnett.
Hite Huffaker. H. M Brack, C F Mont-
gomery, R. HI. Sanders. J Mack Thomp-
son. •
Agriculture and State Fair-Charles H.
Knight. Chairman; Charles D Arnett, J.
Will Clay. 3 Ii Evans, F,. H Randers.
G. 1.1 Speer, Hite Huffaker.
Mines and mining-H. N Rrock. Chair-
man, Chitties D Arnett. 1 W. Clay, J
Albert Leach, It M Salmon
Revenue and Taxation-W. W 'Bootee,
Chairman: Selden R. Glenn. Charles H.
Knight. R. C Lewis. 1,. N Rayburn,
Thomas A. Combs, Webster Holm.
Charitable InstItutfons-R It Scott,
Chairman. J. Albert Leach, W. W Hooke,
Thorns, A Combs, L. C. Littrall, L. R
TaFlor. R. C BallardN Ftlyburn. te 
Trigg. W. F.. Rogers
Penal and Tieforingtore InstitutIons-C
F -.MovottlernevY, Chairmen, W. W. Bootee:
itishop.0 Huntsman. C Ballard Trigg.
; trwird Williams, Thomas A. Conibs,
CI nn
Interrupted good old Part-on like-stele • ovRulation of etooxicating Liguori-J..
"To' mought uh-been washed toilet:as ie -Porter. Chairma
n, V.- %V ..ueelest.eL B_
white, but -Feebleeged 'to sae dat der 'itltiet ;17,h11,,.Ve:e 11 14t,i.,!r ht' 11 e -
'pears to be a spot or two dat wasn't Apkropriationsi-w A. Frtist. 
cheirman;
iL.4.8 1, it Evans. c f.• mow. Taeeit Indorsement 'Tabled.
-tou
ched wet de soap o' salvation. How m".i. eie e. • e , . R it Sanders, It_ 4__'_Session. Elle featured_ bY_ILIriftLY...0
'bout dat time Cuhnel White filled yo' lel 1;a'rliera-Arreretc-ettgrere
' 
Immigration Labor .A11•1 Manufacturing   'bate over a joint resolution which had
been introdui ed y - enator Robert
.,nr: k Thoin A. combs. R. ti: scott,-.....„.,,...., of eell county re nesting
federation Bar Strikebreakers.
- The Kentucky State Federation. of
adopted a resolution recommend'hedousten.I
Labor, meet ng at t e a
the report of the committee on resolu-
tions, urging the Federation to indorse
the action of Seeretary of Labor Wil-
son in suggesting legislation which
will make it impossible to ship strike-
breakers, gunmen and machine guns
duritut trade disputes. Tbe resolution
also suggests that the senators and
congressmen be called upon to act in
support of any bill which will elinit-
nate professional -strikebreakers and
gunmen from industry, and that a copy
of the resolution be forwarded to each
of the senators aril congressmen in
each district of Kentucky. The report
of the same committee also expressed
appreciation for the efforts of Senator
Charles Knigh.e. the Hon. Harry
Meyers. and Otto Wolf. circuit judge
of Campbell county, to plecoosein the
statute books of Kentucky a "work-
men's compensation act" and other
legislation advocated by the Federa-
tion.
Liquor Bele introduced.
Two bills were introduced in the
house by Representative Frank C.
reaada,- at. -Carzoll,liC.1 ,AW.:
ply ,to all liquor dealers in Kentucky.
but will enable the dry forces of Ken-
ton and Campbell counties to control
the saloon question ta Covington and
Newport. One bill provides for the
forfeiture of the license of any saloon
keeper for--the--violation of any -Mate
or city- Weiland gives jurisdiction to
the Franklin circuit court in aft eases
of this kind. The reason given for
fixing the jurisdiction in this county
Is because the license must be secured
at the Capitol. The other bill gives
the-attorney general authority. tti_ In-
stitute a proceeding to close any sa-
loon which keeps open on days prohib-
ited by statute or ordinance. Such a
violation of law Is declared by the bill
to be a common nuisance, and a fine of
not less than $100 and imprisonment
in the county jail for not less than 30
days are fixed as a penalty.
. ..._.
East Route et Dials Highway.
The far eastern route of the Dixie
Highway, from the Bluegrass through
the mountains and Cumberland Gap to
KnoXville, probably wtit be. finished
the time the automobile-tourists
start south for the next winter in the
'opinion of State Road Commissioner
'R. C. Terrell Bluegrass roads are in
faille good condition, being mostly
pikes built in the old days, while many
or the mountain cauntion along the
Boone Trail Route have teemed bonds.
Bell. with a $250.000 bond issue, al-
ready has done considerable work be-
tween Pineville and Middlesboro and
Is ready for an early star: in the
spring. Knox, with a $200.000 bond
Issue, has been delayed as has Laurel
by a controversy over the route be-
tween their county seats. Rockcastle,
which issued $100,0.10 in bonds, his
been building to the Madison county
line toward the Bluegrass section All
pussonality full o shot -In his beze
house"'
ash, lemme tell yo'! Die
is 1i-ow 'twit:: To knows how absent
minded de Cuhnel allus was. Well.
sah, dat was one o dem times-he was
studyin"bout suppin or nudder. and
ek.es eusezined 1 was ....dar 
Public Ways and internatemereyernente President Wilson to appoint former
-Webster Helm. Chet-ternati; M- Brock. George Heyser, vice Edward 
T. Mob
Thomas .k. combe. F. Ford, It C President W. H. TitA a member or resigned; Meredith, Graesoc
Lewis, KA/11UPi A. Robertson, 41 G. Speer, supreme court bench to succeed the counte; James P. Pierce, vice Eli C
late Justice Lamar, and two substi- Decker. resigned
lutes in which Judge J. M. Benton, of
ettleichester. and Chief Justice Snack- - -"Corrupt Practices" Bill.
A measure which one soloh deelteell
to be "the administration" corrupt
ractetees act a as introduced In .the
house•by-I Wood. Vance, represent&
tive from Barren county. The hill, 11
it becomes a law, will prevent effectn
resolution and the substitutes, which are the meddling of corporations ir
was-done by a vote of 19 to 15. tbe politleaof Kentucky.
TuberculOsis Commission Meet. State Beard Chairman Resigns.
.The tubereulesis rommisiden ism- in At the meeting of the state hosted of
session in the governor's (Once and control Chairman Garrett S. Wall, Nit(
elected Governor gtanlex chairmen: presided over the board four years
The governor is greatly. intereetee in te hintarily resieliee and Norton It
the war oleconsumption in Kentucky. Filch. of NIcholetivIlIe, was unani
Aid Lexinvon people who heard the Teruel). named by the board. This it
Federal Ketone:op l address pf his campaign for Me: iettch's last-year of his term, tine
men. W E ttlpre."11, V Fletrrins. 
.
• Kentucky statutf4 eeen Fent governor in 
November have not yet chairman Will resigned id give him
F Stewart, 
-srverent--4t-••--C- -Wrxl.lisailsessaa.-
Chrn,inrmitarviast, ,B,ǹeithl sltbelar:fretini:n, (31
A +1. Stricklett...1 Zimmerman iogs -Mg the action of e McCreary seinen-. called on Governor Sta
nley to discuss
folgotten his earnest words in defend, the honor - presiding. The board
I) II Vidtleset.., i5eiletheet Ireexerk'd
Stewart
'Hank arid Hank Campmates-Jr-AA 1.111aa,
Chairmen. H liddloth, A. K. !trick..
Sell, Basil N Taylor .
Neuss Approves Two-Thirds Rule.
By • vote of fifty five to thirty-three
Frankfort. -Hy the Vote of 66 to 33
the house of representatives of the
11/18- leelslature -id-Opted- the Kali-pro.
riding that it require two thirds of tile
members to es* present and voting to
suspend tho rules of the house. Heppe
sentative Harry Meyers, of Cuvington,
ehamplonee the two-thirds rule, and
-turned Op Weir over Representative
Merrivrether L. Smith. of Harrodsburg,
who fought for the majority rule. Mey-
ers was assisted by Representative
Hobbs. of Lexington, and Smith was
assisted by Representative Harvey, of
Dixon. In ti. debate Smith said, ad-
dressing his colleagues:
"It is for you to determingerhether
!re shall become • German Reichstag,
a Russian flume, or remain a demo-
cratic deliberative body. You must de-
MIAS ire .W11.1 _ Pelle
your heads in doglike submission to
this outrageous despotic two thirds gag
rule promulgated by the rules commit.
tee, or stand together'and maintain
the rights of those who sent you here
as their accredited representatives. If
this two-thirds gag rule prevails any
legislation may be throttled to the
great Injury of the people of this state.
Mrs. Stewart Denies Charges..
 Mrs_ Cora Wilson Stewart.. shbir
man of the. Kentucky Illiteracy Com-
mission, made a categorical denial of
the report that she used funds con-
tributed for the commission in pro-
moting -moonlight achool" work in
other states, or caUed up the commis-
sions office over long distance from
Another state, or mailed letters in the
interest of the candidacy of Represen-
tative McGlone, or used the cogyinie-
sion's stamps, letterheads or envel-
opes for that purpose. Mrs. Stewart
explained that money furaished by the
state to the commission under the last
administration was authorized by the
sinking fund and _not paid out through
the commission for office expenses.
but by the atate officers. The tele-
phone bill of $96, she said, covered a
Period of eighteen months, part of the
time when a hundred speakers were
rneking a campaign under the commis.
eion.
He4p Problem Partly Solved.
The acute problem of "extra help"
for the General Assembly was partial-
17 solved by the transfer of regular
'capitol employes to certain posts and
others will be assigned. Two of Cus-
tedianel.oklea ateaJire to-Iteete'
sistant doorkeepers of the house.
They are Charles Clore and Samuel
Parrent. The custodian's stenograph-
er, elist Louise Stheetinger, will be
stenographer to Chief Clerk Jesse Ai-
verson, of the senate, and Nat M. El-
liott. eleritein State Inspector aud Ex-
aminer Nat B. Sewell's office. will be
steziograelleer-t0-ehirf-eierkele44--Berry,
of the house. Miss Martha Abbott,
copyist in the office of the clerk of the
court of appeals under Robert L.
Green*, has been appointed stenogra-
pher in the office of Assistant Attorney
General Charles H. Morrie.
State Farm•rs to Hold Institute.
The State Farmers' institute will be
held fn Fran.kfort February 15, 16 and
17, according to a deelaion reached
by the members of the state board of
agriculture, who met at the Phoenix
hotel at LesIneon. Commissioner of
Agriculture Mat Cohen, exofecie mem-
ber of the board, presided at the meet-
ing as chairman. J. W. Newman. just
retired as Commissioner of Agricul-
ture. was In attendance at the meet-
ing. Tim members uf the board in at-
tendance were. CeommIsskiner of Ag-
riculture M. S. Cotten, Dr. J. H. Kastle,
ex-officio member; G. N. McGrew, of
Bayou; R. J. Bassett, of Leitchneld;
('. R. Van Meter, of Lebanon; J. I..
Letterie. of Harrod's Creek, II. M. Free
man, of Ghent; E. R. Renaker, Berry;
Fred R. Blackburn. of Stanton.
Favor State Game Protection.
Steps toward the better conserve
tion of the fish and game of this state
were taken here when V.00 Sportsmen
met in this city and adopted resolu-
tions requesting the legislature to en-
act laws to better protect theelleti and
ganie. H. V. McChesney. of this city,
presided at the session and speeches
were made by Governor Stanley. Jas
Speed. ofetxmiseille: Senator H. M:
Brock, of eletteatiee
Appointment of Postmasters.
Fourth-class postmasters were re
'evenly appointed as follows for Ken
.1 Howard .
Lertaptien and senatorial Reapportion-
Glenn. Hite Hutraker.
it dreth. Chairtran: NI
Seldun It. 
. teen. relvetrena. - 4.
City Star. 
i 14 D. H. Peak, J. I.
tr.' Ir P k  411 K tClay. W. -A. Fried. J twee, et C.
•
Woman Destroys Bomb.
1 What might have been a disastrous
7 explosion was prevented when Mrs
1 Pauline Siegel picked a bomh, with aI lighted 'tulle attached, from the door.
• step of ihe house of her neighbor,
. Mrs Salvatore Corso, 1elt1 South
'
Franklin street, Philadelphia. Mr*
'Siegel hurled It Into the Street This
broke the crudely constructed bomb,
•rirri only k section exploded
Mra Siegel saw two men plare a
queer looking package on the step, ap-
ply a match, and rue awes- emir
I
grasped the package and hurled it Ins
to the Street
it contained sir writ** of dynamite
ar.d a large quantity of gunpowder.
The copper vireo, which had been
"'"eete'e evei"e4 she PaeliAtte. broke.
l
ab, _contents of the powerful bomb
were nattered in all directiens
hire. Corso said her fatally luta no
41131eflikts
•
Education-L. C'. Lattrolt, Chairman'
..ew . ,Charles n gh
. Public Health and Polire Power-A. E
Stricklett, Chairman; J, Will Clay, W. A
1- Froat. .L Muues..te_el
semi. n N Tavief.
Insurance Conipanies-S L
•hair"" • Tmir_a. bs. 
Bishop
Hun email, It Porter, Sam
nel -ifttir-vra
(lay, l'h!iir•tian. Web-,
Pet- Helm. leaps, t. Stewart. R
c Renard -Trig
Fatecuttve'Allritits -r J Moore, Chair-
man. MAI M L. N.
iteseurn. it. N._ z.aimen. IL IL Sanders.
Mtahicipallties - -Thomas A. Combs,
Chairman, J ft. Ford. teener.
Pgirter' Samuel Robertson. Fee
frglIn. It Al • Scot I
'Ruffrageeena..ElectioneelLe.1_ Overstreet.
Chairman. Thomas A. Combs, 3 F Food,
W. A. reost, Mishap 1.7 toseuenan, 1', 1:
Mane*, 'tv H. Peek. 4 R. Zitnnietman,
are preparing .for active work as soon




elford Miller. of Louisville, were
named instead of Taft. After several
senators had expressed their senti-
vete en the floor slid a snarl had
plainly developed. Senator Robert
Scott, of Paducah, relieved the situa-
te/LW: effering a motion to table the
i.teration in eatables:lin& Ulf eerelell'
Itpn,_ his dramatic ' description et the
horro-ii7ortheegair itehire elateede Ind
his story of its awful ravages.
•
•,••••
hèThiöde bi ibtiltbtautTotia, cod ,jit
told the membets to draft a bill con-
ning(' appropriations absoluteir neat
id, but did Viet commit himself..
STOMACH MISERY
8i INDIGESTION
"Pape's Diapcpsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heart-
burn, sourness or belchlug of gas. acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape', Diaperpsin is noted for its
speed OS regulating upset stomachs
It is the surest, quickest and most cer-
tain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides' Iii. harmless.
Pleisea_fee your sake, get a large -
A
flitreent case of Pape's Dtapepsin
from any store and put your stomach eeeeeeeee-4
right. Don't keep on being miserable
-life is too short-you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable
Eat what you like and digest it; en-
joy It, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepein belongs in your
home anyway. Should oneof the fam-
ily eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or ID case of an attack of
Indigestion. dyspepsia. gastrttie or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night. It is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
Of a Mina.
wish Evelyn hadn't wise rowIng
with that young De EMIL -He is a
tied in • Witt."
"Rock-the-boat idiot"
-No. Not that kind. He is one
of the sort that proposes."
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half plat of water add 1 on. Bay Rum, a
small hoe of Barbo Compound, and it os. of
giyeertoe. Apply to the hair twice a week
qntii IL becomes the desired shade. Any drug'
t sea put this up or you mos mix It at
outs at very little cost. It will gradually
darken streaked, faded envy hate and re-
moves dandruff. It is excellent for falling
hair and will make harsh hair soft and glossy
II will net teller th• scalp, Is nut sticky or
greasy, and does stet rub off.-Adv.
"Play Ball, Never Mind the Shells."
The German artillery were doing
their best to erase a small town from
the map, says a war correspondenL
Every few minutes there would be
a deafening crash and the remains
of a house would soar skywards en-
veloped in a cloud of smoke.
-I* a ,tioid- is the. cuLtakids.ALLIit..-
town some Canadian soldiers, relieved
from the trenches for a few days,
were Indulging in their favorite game
of baseball. _ The pitcher had . jest
pitched the ball and the batsman had
hit an easy catch to one of the field-
ers -weep-a-huge shell landed in the
adjoining field. The fielder's attention
was fixed on the shell, which burst
with a deafening crash, and he missed
the catch.
"For the love of Mike," roared the
pitcher. "if you are going to play
baseball, play baseball, and quit watch-
ing the shells."
Gaelic Literature for Soldiers.
Much Gaelic literature and material
comforts were sent to the Highland
regiments in Flanders and at the Dar-
danelles by the Association of High-
land Societies of Edinburgh. They
transmitted also hundreds of copies
of the National Anthem, translated in-
to Gaelic by the Rev. Donald Mackin-
tosh. The translation, now slightly
revised, was accepted by King Edward.
Letters from chaplains have been re-
ceived, conveying the appreciation and
gratitude or thsemen, and stating that;
the anthem will be used In their eery.
fret.
PRESSED HARD
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
When people realize the injurious
effects of coffee and the better health
that a change to Postum can bring,
they are usually glad to lend the1
testimony for the benefit of otherg
"My mother, since her early child-
hood, was an Inveterate coffee drink-
er, had been troubled with her heart
for a number of years and complained
of that 'weak-all-over' feeling and sick
stomach.
"Some time .ago I was making a'
visit to a distant part of the country
and took dinner with one of the mer-
chants of the place. 1 noticed ake
what unusual flavor of the
and asked him concerning it, veer
plied that It was POetUM. .td_
-I was so pleased with' it or
bought a package to carry born
b_o4 _wife rp :_epare soni 
the next meal. The whole L.
liked It sOwell that we (Menne
coffee and used Postern entire'
'1 had been very anxious cot
tag my- mother's condition, hal,
noticed thit after using Poste&
a short time she felt much bette
lllittle trouble with her heart, as
sick stomach, that the head!1
wig* not so frequent, and her ge,
condition much improved. Thisi
Muted until she was well and h.'
"1 know Postum has benentot3 .
self and the other members o
tinnily, especially my mother, at'
-MIS IL victim or long standing." I
given by Postern Co., Battle Ai,
?Itch
Postern coil-title IWO forms:
Postum Cereal--the original fie
Must be well boiled. 116 and eke
ages,
Instant Postum-* soluble pow
dissolves quickly in • cup of hot.
ter, and, with cream and sugar, t-
a delicious beverage instantly'.
and 10c tins_
Horn k it'd 3 are - enmity WO
boti cost about-the same per criP
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Jacques, of Bolivar, Mo., and Mrs M E.
Ferreh on Rural Route No. 2, like all
intelligent mothers, believe internal
medicines are bad for children, and
yet cold troubles must have some kind
40 treatment. When Vick's Vap-0 Rub
surrounded with cunning tombstone 
was introduced here from the South
_last BOASOD these ladles found it filled
of lice. "That is partridge, moth- the need exactly. Vap-O-Rub 11
'erect In rice,' the Waiter explains. And a salve, which. whoa applied to the
in mop the wow epos not loge the pie. warmth of the body, is vaporized by
neen, snit-ail:nice body heat. These vapors, inhaled
- wall -ha Amu- wituablizi with each breath, carry the medication
that appeals to him. 
tbreugh the air passages to the lungs,
and. is oddities, Vick's is absorbed
through the skin, relieving the tight-
ness and soreness. This two fold
acties makes Vep-O-Rub useful for
a wide variety of intlaramations—from
inflammations of the air passage* and
lungs, such as head colds, catarrh.
'asthmatic troubles, bronchitis and
deep enlist colds—down to Laflamme-
titans of the skin and tissues, such as
burns, bruises, stings, piles and mew
cola: sureness.
Mrs. Porter says--"Vap-O-Rub 11
fine for sore throat, rteumattith.
etc. I take pleasure in recommend-
ing it."
Mrs. Jacques says—"I have used
several bottles of Vick's Vap-Oltub,
and have found it better than inter-
nal medicinee."
Mrs, Ferrel writes—"Wo have given
Vap-O-Rub a fair trial and find Wel.-
oelleut for croup, colds, mere tlercat.
etc. It Is certainly fine for children. WO
have also found It very good in CANS
of sunburn, fever sores and muses-
tar rheumatism." Three sizes, 2Le, 500
or $100.
NOTICE:—Last whit*, la -Order to
acquaint their costomees wit* Vap-0-
Rub, a number of druggists through-
out the state presented complimentary
jars to a few of their customers, on
condition that they give this prepara-
tion a thorough trial and report the
results. By kind permission these re-
ports are now being used in this se-
ries of advertisements.
Oensisebes
—PtAttt---TO. iitM hilAD TOMMY "Ur --k-STUMP"-
Elderly Medical Man Had His Own
Idea of Diagnosing Case in Which
He Was Interested.
"What is your diagnosis?:' asked
the older phylleahrif nis young con-
ferere, who is earnest but inexpert-
Matter of Perch or Roost Somewhat





r'enced, and who hag 'been called in which chickens
consultatlota.
"Well." says the younger medico,
"there decant seem to be much the
matter. The patient has a slight fever
a roost, dad had
son, Is a pole upon
sit at night," replied
his father.
"And what's a parch, dad?"
"A perch is what chickens
on"
perch
and sense light tig.htness of the chest. "Then, j suppose, dad. a chicken
1 should arty there was nothing more must roost on a perch!". came the fur-
than a cold bothering him."
"My boy," said the older man, kind-
ly, -you have gene about it wrong.
Note them/ symptoms: A white mar-
ble stairway Ili the -earance hall, gcld
thee- inquiry.
"Of course," was the smiling reply.
"And they could perch er. a roost?"
"Why, y-y-es," answered dad.
"But if chickens perchei on a roost,
furniture in the parlor, rut glass and that would raake the roost a perch.
sliver galore in the dining room, two wouldn't it? But if. Just after some
automobiles in the side yard, a solid chickens bad perched on a roost and
maleugany—" made it a perch,. tome more chick-
"But what has that got to do with ens came along and roosted on the
the sickness of Mr. Gumpurser perch and made It a roost. then the
"It has lots to do with it. The man roost would be a perch, and the perch
has congestion of the bank account, would be a roost, and some of the
and the proper move for us to make is chickens would be perchers and the
to relieve that as much as possible." I others would be roosters, and—"
- - - ..0
His Natural Tendency.
"Dobbins, the big promoter, is going ,
to spend the summer vacation t Gi-
hi-altar." -
"I thought he couldn't be easy. even
In his rest, away from sonic big bluff."
--
Looked Ominous.
"I don't think this fellow will be
very popular around the hotel."
"Why so?"
."1 see he re' teters from No. Tipping-
ton. %.'is."—Louisville Courier-Journal,
Naturally.
She—He looks prosperous, and yet
you say ha lives from hand to mouth
lie—Yes, he's a decals:.
- Lots of men go where duty- calk and
.stand around with their hand/ in their
pockets after they -get rhere.—Wasb-
ington Star.
-Uri WM was hart every time he IS It Is claimed that !here are seven
owed he would never live to reach of Shakespeare's autographs in eart-_
three score and ten. ewe.
Are--the firstund only corn flakes that are
"good to eat" without milk, cream or sugar.
. .
Try some fresh from the package, and at once you get a won::
desful true corn flavour—vastly different from that of the ordinary
. 'corn flakes" you may have had.
Notice the little pearl-like "puifii-1--ce each flake—a characteristic
that is distinctive; also that when. cream or milk is added they don't
mush down, but keep their body and appetizing crispn.
There's a Royal Treat in every package of
-
-
Tim 111111.R.AT LEDOIlt, MURRAY, KY.
411,..11.11r Lqiet4ritt
\Alt °Abide Is Meld Drat
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hag the Stomeeha and at;
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No Wonder They Laughed.
A man in telling about a woriderful
parrot banging in a cage from a win-
dow of a house which he often passed
said:
"It cries 'Stop thief.' so naturally
that every time I hear It I always
slop."
He couldn't understand why his
friends began to laugh.






To Fortify the System
Against Winter Cold
Nan" steers of (moms Tetergyggis emu
'TONIC make ft a practice total.r a number of
bottle. In the Cal to strengthen and fortify the
ii_serte ageteet See COM irritate; shagim the
ifTlit4r. Eieryone toms the tonic effe-Ot of
Quinine and Iron which this preparation COIF
talus in a taatelese and seceptatde form. It
purifies and enriches the blood and builds up
the wrote squeals. Sac.
The Proof.
"De you believe dogs can reasoar_!_,
"I have known-a- bulldog
pute to be able to hold hiaowa."
THAT GRIM WHITE SPECTRE.
Pneumonia, follows on the heels of •
neglected cough or cold. Delay no
longer. Take ?dansfield's Cough Bat-
man Fries 50c and $1.00.—Adv.
Shiftletis people are never the ones
who worry about it.
For sprains and bruises apply Floe-
fords Balsam thoroughly. Put it on,









-I came within an ace of having S
tight with a pacifist this morning."
-"You surprise me. Evidently he was
not sincere." •
•'()h, yes. That was the trouble. We
were both iftieere. I told him ex-
actly.what I thought of a pacifist and
he proceeded to toll me ezactly what
be thought of an apostle of prepared-
ness."
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
should be given to sprains, swelling',
bruises, rheumatism and neuralgia.
Keep Mansfield's Magic Arnica Lini-
ment handy on the'IbolT.-Iiiree Mies
—25c, Eitic and $1.00.—Adv.
The. Girl Fooled Hire.  • 
Howell—Rowell marned for money. -
Powell—Yes, IMO he didn't get
enough Money to pay the minister.
Dr. B. F. Jaokson,Celebrated Physician,
handed down to posterity his famous
prescription for female troub.es. Now
sold under the name of "Faingnina."
Price 60e and 11.041—Adv.
Every man gambles a little. That
is to say, twice a year bey* • new
hat, betting 85 that his wife will stand
for it.
One remedy with many nee.—Han-
ford's Balsam of Myrrh. Adv.
Beauty is only skin deep—and often You learn to live when you begin
just as shallow, to live and learn. _
WHY • ̀ANURIC"
iS AN INSURANCE AGAINST SUDDEN DEATH!
Wenn tree WWI, Rheumatism aid Wag Usable
Before an Insurance Company will I Experience has twat Dr. Pierce
TARIFF MUST WAIT
Intelligent Revision at Present
Impossible.
Conditions-. That Wilt Follow Europese-
Confliet Will Have to Be Properly
Understood Before Work Can
Be Undertaken.
111•1=11,•••
A majority of the members of
Republican National committee. ao•
cording to a poll made by the Weals-
Ington correspondent of the New York
World, believe the tariff will be the
principal issue in 1216
To the Rppublican organization the
tariff is naturally esappeaUng Ws".
becitties-Andiastsise
extortionate protectIon will be dui
only source of a Republican cam-
paign fund. But bow witch of a popu-
lar issue Is the tariff likely to be. and
how sharply are the rank and file of
the two parties likely to divide*
Until the war has ended and the
belligerent nations have begun their
economic reconstruction, there can be
no intelligent revision of the tariff.
If Eithu Root, Senator Dellinger. Sen-
ator Lodge, Senator renrose, Joseph
0. Cannon, James R. Mann and Sen-
ator Smoot were shut up in a room
and asked to prepare a tariff bill
which would meet all the industrial
and revenue needs of the United
States after the war, they would be
helpless. Senator Underwood. Speak-,
er Clark and all the Democrats w
helped frame the Underwood-Simmons
tariff would be equally helpless No-
body knows; nobody can know.
Before the tariff can be revised in-
telligently again. the American people
will have to discard most of their
parochial theories about imports and
face the issue frankly as a great ques-
FOR BABY RASHES
Cutleura Soap Is Beet Because Se
Seething and Cooling. Trial Free.
If baby is troubled with rashes, es-
- zemas, itchingo, chafing, or hot, liii-
Sated side follow Cutioura Soap bath
with light application of CuticarrOint-
meta te the affected part. Nothing as
soothing, cooling and -refreshing when
he is fretful and sleepless.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutteurs,- Dept., -la-
Bostoa. Sold everywhare.—Adv.
tion in world economics. The United
States is now in a position to hold a
commanding position in the world's
trade, but it will not hold that positicrn
long if it attempts to impose prohibi-
tive duties on foreign imports. Dis-
criminating tariffs are a game that
two can play aL Great Britain. Ger-
many, France, Russia, Italy and Ja-
pan can erect tariff walls as easily as
we can, and unquestionably will if we
try to close the American markets to
them. It is only by trading with us
that they can buy of us.
Tariff and Ralittca. -
The tariff can be taken out of poli-
tics when the protectionists cease
their agitation. The Democrats are
not literally free traders; a revenue
tariff will afford a considerable meas-
ure of protection, and at present no
die-able number of persons mite
anything beyond that. If the protec-
tionists will cease their clamor for the
excicsion of foreign goods and will
allow a commission to fix duties with
reference to revenue and the coats of
production, the tariff can be taken out
of politics. But when President Tift'n
tariff board made its reports the pro-
tectionists were no better pleased
with them than with a report from a
Democratic ways and means commit-
tee They did not accept the commis-
sion's report in 18S3, or the report of
the Mann committee on paper and
pulp in 190-8.
- Mother Explains.
"My dear," mid Mr. Ilemandhaw,
"I hope you are not planning to buy a
lot of new furniture."
"I am not," replied Mrs liemand-
haw, "and I don't know what gives
you the idea." _. -
-This shopping list gives me the
idea."
"What shopping list?"
"On this paper, which 1 just picked
up off the floor, ia written 'Wash-
stand, parlor chairs. dining room is
ble, writing desk, refrigerator, tahoret,
piano stool, pedeatal, stepladder, cedar
chest, music cabinet and garbage can."
"Oh, that is just a record I was keep-
ing of the things the baby has fallen
from this neek.."—Judge.
Three Forms of Anthrax.
Anthrax may occur in bureau beings
In three forms--externae intestinal or
pulmonary. The external form is
eaiitted by an abrialitn a the skin com-
ing in contact with a hide or other ob-
ject infected with the disease lutes-
anal anthrax may be caused by the
eating of food containing the bacilli,
and the pulmonary variety by breath-
ing infected air. 
This latter disease has long been
known as "wool sorters' disease" In
"England, where great quantities of
sheep pelts are sorted mad graded. The
disease has also long been well knows
In the wool and hide trades in this
country, and especially on the sheep
ranges of the f outhwest.
Matter to Be Reasoned_
There will be plenty of discussion
of the revenue proposals of Secretary
McAdoo; but it is akely that his plan
of "pay as you go" will appeal to most
people and be accepted, by cofigresa."
a emergency -that -5reeu1te4
take a risk on your life the examining i"Anuric" Is the most powerful agent country to increase Its *revenue, say.
physician will test the urine and re- in dissolving uric arid, as hot water , from a, thousand to twelve hundred
port wbether you are a good risk, melts sugar; besides being absolutele- millions of dollars a year is not one
harmless it is endowed with other I thet justifies is-suing bottle The bil-
propertiea, for it preserves the kid- Hon-a-year now spent is raised without
neys in a healthy condition by thor- •grt, se, Imposition on anybody To add
()uglily cleansing them. Checks the de-
twc hundredmillions to this sum would
generation of the blood-vessels, sa well
ter- Leif; IK
method 01\111111/00
as regulating blood pressure. "Anuric"
Is a regular Insurance and life-saver
for all big meat eaters and those who
deposit lime-salts in their joints. Ask
the druggist for "Anurie" put up by Dr.
Pierce, in 50-cent packages
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
makes weak 'women strong, sick











X Mothers: "Keeps bottle in your home"
Mothers! ing the aches and pains-
of 
cares in comfort-
the family from youth to old age, are lessened
when you use this old and trust-worthy remedy-
-
Sloan s
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog, you suffer from backache, sick-
headache, dizzy spells, or the twinges
and pains of lumbago, rheumatism and
gout. The urine is often cloudy, full
ref sediment; channels often get 'ore
and sleep is disturbed two or three
times a night. This Is the time you
should consult some physician of wide
experience—such as iv. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute.
Buffalo, N. Y. Send him 10 cents for
sample package of his new discovery—
"Anuric." Write him your symptoms
Democrats Must Be Firm.
and send a- sample et NAM ter taat. .tahlets or liquid.
•   _ _ It is reasonably clear that a large
number of Republicans in the present
°m1""I. congress mean to play politics with-
out regard to patriotism, and attack
----111----Prealdent Wilson's foreign policy from -
le every side. It will be a sad spectacle
-011 of partisanship, but it need nut em-
barrass the Democrats.
not be seriously noticed. So far as
concerns the country's capacity to
pay, there need be no great worries,
but there is. of course, room for dis-
agreement about the precise methods
through which money Is to be pro
duced.
At the first sign of such tactics, the
if Democratic leaders should take the of.
feastre and keep it 
A Standpatter,
Although Mr. Penrose of Pennsyl-
tante feebly denies that he is to be a
Candidate for the Republican preal
denttal nomination next year, why
--. should he despair. If that great honor
Is to go to • standpetter, there Is no
one In the whole crowd who is bolder
,than be and no one who In that comae-
sty will make fewer apologies.—Now
Tort World.
"Worley Back" Medicine. • Bolivar Women Endorse "Outside'Our readers never risk a cent whenthey buy ilanford's Balsam of Myrrh
because every dealer in this liniment
Is authorized to refund the money if -
the Salaam is 'not satisfactory. Adv.
Hotel to Have Food Albuhille
TreatmentForilildreterabh
One of the New Yosk hotels has Dosing Delicate Little Stew
Pr°414.4 a kb" 14/147" 14. 4441.-.411.T.- ache They Recommend the Eater
Jailed appetites of their guests. Here-
after when you 1660 a menu printed in Treatment — Vap-O-Rub.
French, you may bunish the look of Mrs. M. J. Porter, and Mrs. J.
bewilderment, for the food album will
translate it for you. For instance., it
u see "Jeune Perdreau" on the
Menu. and opposite page 16, Just 1119
back the book to that _pegs an you
will atm, the picture of a •well-done 'bird.
Plea for inheritance Tax.
The Inheritance tax falls cawigtt._
hot on poverty It takes from un-
earned wraith. It does not subtract •
!I penny from the legitimate gains of any
Liniment st 'man. It is cheap and mar to collect.—it is a sure and Dounteous revenue-prodyteer. It is one- of the grIettest
w.•spons of Democracy In the never.
Neuralgia 111' ending light against tho geoleta of 11
4 prtyttegetlitiaigs.
(Rve-.us a national Inheritance- tag.
id% welt.p.1pesse  • 441;6 ad Imo and stop Plating ease ge,
and beak tireekaraut-eteet.
' .̀941°040,4104111110
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Q. J. •TEISTNIN4115.. r•DITCsita
Iltseitod at the poiltoffico at Murray. Kentucky, for transmission through
the mails as second clear matter.
TRITIVIDAY. i\NIARYIO.LI1$
— _ 
It is proposed that another idiots. Why not provide for a
Kentucky county be created and amuse of murder against bat
-warned "Stanley. Oh, Lordyt hatbor keepers who fail or re
Why not take another look at fuse to obey the law in case death
McCreary county and betatisfied. results from fire, and enforce
the penalty.Easy matter to establish the
truth of the old saying that "all Kentucky'. new attorney gen-
tled* aint dead yet." Just read tral M._ILIAginragonLtic fin-tja
- Isiliki that ireBising isitiedge- evidence that at least some of
ed in the Kentueky legislature. the state officials in the past
have been Indulging in "Anita"While seated at his supper water and sundry other things"table about 6 o'clock last night
reading a copy of the Evening
'Sun Charles Williams, aged 68
years, died." Clear case of self
-destruction.
Will some-EWA old lady, or
- vome generous old or middle aged
g-e-n-t-be man please ring down
the curtain on Mrs. Cora Wilson
Stewart, of moonlight frolic
fame, that a long suffering pu
lie might be about something
worth while.
_
district boys who are gambolingLast week's Benton Tribune-_Democrat says, Or Thomas on the green at the state capital
under the new administration.lost a new black hand grip from
But just wait until the Callowayhis car on the way from Benton
boys who have jobs  "nailedto Paducah by way of Briens-
" Good riddance. Entire- down" gets notice of appoint-
a ments and the number will bely too many black hands with
any bo increased an hundred fold._grip in this country
The lut two issues of the Paris- '
fan contained this startling in- MULES ARE IN DEMANO AND filitilitformation in fully a dozen differel PRICES ARE SOME BETTER al
columns of the paper:




t right on by-tripping, Mayfield, Ky., Jan. 18.-There 1411t10
through the dew." Then he'll were quite a number of mule
paper, and above the heading, in
large, bold type he went "mo
toring right on by." We "asked
the next man"-- he said it was a the past few weeks. Possibly
Ford, but fiat the peace model. the increased demand and the
Something the matter with his growing scarcity in this section
carburetor, or_ ide__gett si 4a. is the cause for the advance Int
etrippeffTifecd ow advise to Prices. One prominent stockman
his friends is to have an expert made statement that -mules were
mechaaician go into his housing from ten to fifteen dollars high-
and locate the trouble before he er Monday than for the:past two
and charging them to the "pub- the 
wet feet tripping through or three weeks. Where mules
he office account." What the'ell
dew with the mercury play. were sound and answered the
do we care about what account 
ing peek-a-boo with the tailless description wanted, met a ready
they were charged to, what a
suffering public  wants to know,
s n water a chaser or
next morning's morning?
Thus far H. M. Hol4ind, of
Benton, insurance department:
A. L. Gilbert, department of ed-
titation. and L H. Henderson,
of Wickliffe, office of clerk Court
of Appeals, are the only First
This is a might good season to Our friend Henry Lawrence,- tend a helpipg hand to the
Sallow whose e*i bin isn't full.
-Paducah Sun.
Think you are not far from
right, and if we e. r not some in-
fernal scoundrel has been ex-
oteeding s helping hand-to- -
coal bin and the dang thing has-
al had more 'n ten bushels in it
all winter.
;-Up at i.exington the courts
-4aed-a -hotel keeper $50 for fail-
to provide fire escapes in
each room of his hostlery as re-
quired by law. This was not
done. however, until after the
huilding was destroyed by fire
in which three guests lost their
lives. Evidently the enormity
of the penalty will be perfectly
satisfactory to the families of
the deceased. Just another evi-
dence that Kentucky laws are
of the Cadiz Record, has had the
news that he is dehorned as a
member of the State Board of
Prison Commissioners ge n tl y
wafted to him by public announ-
nine spot._ _
-Prevent Hag 
The B. A. Thomas Hog Pow-
der has a record of 95 per cent.
cures of Hog Cholera. If you
feed your hogs as directed, you
need never fear hog cholera nor
any other hog disease. And the
directions are very simple, just
about what you are doing, plus
a few gents worth of B. A.
Thomas' Hog Powder in the feed
twice a week.
sale and changed hands after
they had been here a very short
time. -- -
All around the public -square
there were bunches af buyers,
and every animal brought out
was inspected, given the •_"once
over," and the owner asked the
price. In most every instance
there was no dickering over the
price, and the buyer began at
once to write a check..
Lexington,..Tan.-18.-Mu lea
Usually, though, Cholera gets were strong on the county court
in before we know it. Then it day market Monday morning,
requires close attention to each e about one hundred head chang-
hog-each hog must be dosed- ing hands at prices from $130 to
$and if you will dose them as di- 190. Local buyers took the bulk
rected, you will save better than
90 per cent. If you don't, the
B. 4., Thomas medicine cost you
nothing. We-not some distant
manufacturer-pay your money
back-Sexton Bros.
cement from Gov, Stanley to the4 l'adiseak.Lak-ass-asswasd,effect that Mr. Torn Hatcher, of , -- ---the rock-ribbed republican Elev- ! Paducah, Ky., Jan. B.-Wil-th district, earnestly desires to ham Eugene Page. aged 11, andfill the vacancy made vacant by 'Wayne Keeler). aged 11, wereMr. Lawrence's vacating. Well, !drowned Monday afternowat 4old hoes, you've-bir)en—feetlinfir eclock itra pond created Vy-thefrom the public teat until you've overflow of the Ohio river at 8thactually grown a bay window, and Flournoy streets, when theand now since you are a benedict thin ice over the pond gave wayput uo with the feed you get at beneath their weight. Bothhome. 
boys died bravely, each trying
Dam'd 'f-the aint a fellow edit. to aid the other in escaping from
ing our neighbor town paper, the grip of the icy water. Ef-
the Paris Peri  forts by Mrs. Helen S. Grimes,
throw in the reverse lever and buyers in Mayfield Monday. Al- __AK
here he cornea, "tripping through • Though the weather was awfully
the dew motoring right on by." i disagreeable there were many
Last week he got out of the dew.; mules brought here for the third
and across the front page of the Monday mule buyers. The mules
brought a-good prsear-its--feek
the prices which prevailed on
that day seemed higher than for
of the offerings, but a number
were taken by buyers' from Har-
rison and Bourbon counties. Val-
ues were said to be ten dollars or
more above prices here a month
ago, with the number on sale al-
most double that in December.
Wanted.
I will be Haze
Jan: 22s-and urra












fat; good h r: 4 to 6 ears old:
15 to 16 hands.-Geo. Clark.
Public Sale at Cherry.
I will, on Tuesday, January 25,
1916, at my residence in Cherry,
offer for sale to the highest bid- lc Both Phones
X
• Mai.. qr .d[
XX111111XXIIIXXXXXXX11411
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X Mothers: ::Kcep canttle in yontanamo"
Price 254. Se. aed
limitxmancim*Wxlauccrammemirai
.1614:=7.1. • ISO lb • • • • • • • OOOOO • • • Ile la • a 0 a
• •
1
William H. Jones $3-25
Attorney-at-Law
- Mee With -
N. B. BARNETT
All First Class Work a •nd 
•
Murray, : : Kentucky :
6 Guaranteed. • •• . . •ekc.>400,•oe•o• • - •
410C)4.041004.0.4eCD.410C,OC:>•
DR. D. B LEI'S DR RICHARD BETS








Physician and 8ur4son A
f  Iw Special A • tentiott
+
V to Diseases of
+ a
f, EYE, EAR, NOSE aid THROAT tr
+ Eves Tested. ,-; Gla.sses:1.1 Med. I
X
t airii,,, Murray; Keatacky — it
% —
Ius queered. It is barely possi- of 1202 North Eighth street, and der the following property:
Three horse mules, from 3 to 6
years old: four head of cattle: 40tim of a "Tin Lizzie" wreck, to save the boys proved a failure'enacted by jack asses and their and if tot that we'll cancel all as the ropes and planks thrown ,top and pea hay: farmingimple-enforcement entrusted to blatent I further attempts at guessing, towards them fell short. The ments. household and kitchen
ble that he 's an unfortunate vie. other members of the household,
THE ST LOUIS
DAILY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
Every Day Except Sunday
Six Days in Every Week
1 TWO DOLLARS Pal YEAR
i
Extra special campaign rate on yearly stitw.criptioset only,'limited tooirterwrecemaiiiv b edy itat i.byur Niarc1i 1, lelduv; open oter Naut bebserirareceivewhi 
 
their 
_ _ararlkat paatellIceii where thert,-- andling the Dai-ly fiiiobe-Democrat; not open to stibecribers who tiVe in townslitirTO4 by Dally-t:iobe Democrat newsdeidera. _ _
4
Not an Incomplete 'Rural Route Edition"
The REAL Dadjaobe-Democrat
Comprehensive and absolutely truatworthy reports of thebig events preceding. ditrin; and rot:Owing the Republican Nos'tonal t novrOt kill at at I.-ago and the Democratic National con-weation at St, Louis. Every detail, from sort to finlah._of _thetraportnnt eanirtige of 1913. The truth, ths whole truth, with-out bias and,without preAdiee. All the news of all the earth.4n interesting and 'willful page for women c+ery day. Correctnrikket reports, Brightest and fullest spurt news. Unequaledspecial features for all the family. Clean. reliable, up to theminute- 1s every way. eempiele. In every way% supreme. Inevery way, the beat.
Seed is your asisaiptka today. If yes arid tie GREAT SUN-DAY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT aid tare deniers for Hist lust. making$450 fer the Daily, indorsing/ Sunday, sae year. Sample copies
be
THE GLOBE PRINTING CO, Pibrahers
- ST. LOUIS. MO.
rr.
Office Hours:
9 to P2..a ni. 1 to 4 p. m.
barrels of corn • 12,000 lbs red naotaoseasseaos+a-eis+as+atasiteasates
bodies were recovered by Messrs furniture: bees and bee gums.
Hi Turner and Harvey Fletcher, Terms to be made known on
and removed to the Grimes resi-: 
day of sale. Sale begins at 9
o'clock a. m..-W. ..A Bs.ucont-denee, where efforts were made i
to resusitate them. Drs. Kidd; For regular action of the bow-
and Jackson were called but the; els; easy, natural movements,
boys were dead when they reach--; relief of constipation, try Doan's
the residence. 1Regulets. '25c at all stores.
i 
De1Of unusual interest is the an- i th in Siagular MaDeer.
nouncement "Wonderful Cam-I - -
Year Bargain" by that sterling' Louisville, Ky., Jan. 17.-Mrs.
eewspaper, the St. I.ouis Globe-iJenaie Pretty, aged widow, slip-
Democrat, elsewhere in this is- Ped on an outside stairway and
sue. The full and complete Dai-lpinioned her arm in the railing.
ly Globe-Democrat, six 158 4. Being unable to release herself TO OUR
per week, is offered on yeariyi or call help she froze to death squaring up our aceounts. and
W. KEYS
ATTORNEY
subscriptions received by march 1 during the night. She was found
-_--40491fi, to rural free delivery-standing dead the next morning.
and star route patrons at the ab- Bankrupts are DischargaL
Isolutely unprecedented-rate oftwo dollars per year or if the
issues per week for four dollars
Ee: Paeer is desired. seven H. Edwards,, J. F. hieys•eroaf &ErSong t 1
'
and E. D. Miller have been die-__
rate is also apen,to subscribers
per year. This remarkably 
T
L"W ' t barged-and- elated, according-to
who receive their mail at post 
orders received this morning by
offices where the Daily Globe- A. Blackburn from Judge Walter
Deputy United States Clerk W.
Democrat is not handled by 
lo. 
E van s. - Paducah Sun.cal newsdealers. It is not open! 
_
to subscn'bers Who live in towns Itch in bleeding, protruding
served by Daily Globe-Democrat . or blind piles have yielded to
newsdealer& The regular price Doan's Ointment. a0c at all
of the Daily Globe-Democrat in...stnre3.
—eluding Sunday is $6,00 per year. ,
Daily without Sunday, $1.00 per WHAT CATARRH ISyear. Read the announcementi It Ms been said that every thirdd grasp the opportunity while
you may. No subscriptions ac- 
person has catarrh in some form.
Science 1)as shown that nl catarrh
cepted at the special rate after` often ind.,:ates a general weakness
asa 
• of the body; and local treatments inMarch 1, 1916, or for a shorter 
term than one year. Send in 
iifel: tn,ybrinvcol.snutis and vapors do hide.
your subscription today. Ad-
dress Globe Printing Company,
Publishers, St. Louis, Mo. -
-- Beceeeleread the Ledger ads.
^
To correct catarrh you should treat its
elisia by enriching your blood with the
ell-forwl in Scott's Butulsion winds is •
medicinal fond and a building-took, tree
boa alcohol or tiny harmful drugs. Try it.
.4ivott & Drovrah llkuwileitt, iii.
S. ••••




LYNN GROVE MILLING CO.
PATRONS :-We are





























Five year's time with reektes awould be glad to let you have
No
tent. 
for less than $750.2 eirk-____
ment privilege. No loan countrythe flour that you have here on more than half the value of tu" rPdeposit as soon as you can come er-
We appreliate_your_patronaget
and will continue to give you;
the best service that we know;
-eta-give.- Very truly yours,-
163. Lynn Grove Milling Co.
Peultry Parasites.
You keep the chicken house
clean to keep the parasites off
the chickens. You spray to kill
germs-but what do you do to
get the germs and parasites in-
side the chickens? Hens espec-
ially show it at Inoulting timeand during the winter How can
you expect them to lay? Free
them of all internal parasites by
feeding B. A. Thomas Poultry
Powuer occasionally. If it
doesn't make your hens 'happy,
we will return your money.-
Se x ton Bros.
Impure blood runs you down-
makes you an "easy victim for
disease. For pure blood and
sound digestion-Burdock blood
Bitters. At all drug stores. Price
$1.00-
• •' 1, •• I
• 
••
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HISKY and PERSONAL ORIN ROLINA. .About 
people and friends. He lives just south ISCMCNX1413""Crial/"
ea••••••••••••••••••**: SUBSTITUTE FOR AS 01****44tfat"+"1411+4.1011+411,er of a large number of relatives
setit-eis-p eat irt losisettits+weiseSrils;
For Sale.- Good farm mule at
a real bargain. -Dr. Will Mason.
The Arts and Cinits Club will
meet Wednesday afternoon, Jan-
uary 26, with Mrs. J. W. Jones.
- C. F. Dale left Sunday after-
-noon for-New Mexico where-le
will join his family for a several
*Wits' visit. •
Mrs. Lucile Jones attended a
meeting of the county school sup-
_erintenslents of the state in Fra-
nkfoit-the past week, returning
home Saturday.
Mrs. Clay Clopton, of the Pen-
ny neighborhood, is very low of
pneumonia and her recovery is
very doubtful. She has been ill
only a few days.
R. T.Wells left Monday for
Hickman. Ky., where he spent
several --isys transacting busi-
ness in circuit court, which con-
vened Monday morning.
Lost-Brown Astrakan gaunt-
let glove for left hand; palm of
light tan leather. Will Poyner,
will appreciate yourEaving it
at this office. e , nor
Strayed or Stolen.-White poi-
nter dog, some brown spots, had
on collar; answers to name Jack.
Will pay reasonable reward for
hi. return.-Cletus Farmer.
When baby suffers with croup,
apply and give Dr. Thomas' El-
ectric Oil at once. Safe for chil-
dren. A little goes a long way.
25 and 50c. At all drug stores.
Marvin Whitnell stepped from
the walk into the street while
down town Wednesday morning
when he slipped and fell, sustain-
ing quite serious injury to his
ankle. -----
Mrs. Bob Cutchin fell last Sat-
urday on the ice at her home
on Price street and sustained
quite serious injuries to her hip.e! "and atii result shelma_been con-
'----Arned to ber bed since.
D. W. -Dick and family left
Tuesday morning for Georgiana.
Ala., where they will possibly
remain the balance of this year.
Mr. Dick has timber interest
near that place.
Mrs. W. H. Rills and s6n left
the past week for Mayfield where
they will join Mr. Hills and make
their home. Mr. Hills has a po-
aitic . there with the I. C. rail-
road company.
The Murray high ahool basket
ball team was defeated ty the
Fulton team Friday night of the
_east week by the score of 60 to
10. The game was played in the
Elks hall at Fulton.
Rev. J. G. Jones, former pas-
tor of the West Murray circuit,
M. E. church, has been very ill
the past ten days at his home in
Paris. He is suffering of the
gripp and other complications.
Calloway experienced the cold-
est weather the past week that
has visited this section in sev-
eral Tears. Following the cold
gpsif of last week a second drop
temperature came Sunday
, and Monday mcrning the
ury was hovering around
Zero mark.
Elrath, the grocer, is again
g attention to grocery pri-
e and makes special mention








































.-Titurday. He says he is now
their feting barbed wire entangl-
ts arounci prices since bring-
them dowi with his 42 cen-
ter last week.oafs.-
4:0 This issue of the Ledger con-
: Tins statement of the condi-
-Nn of the First National Bank,
this city. at thanks* of busi-
as December 31, is required in
illacent call issued hy the comp-
lier. This bank is yet in its
alley, but the statement indi-
a steady. growth sinee its
nehing and fully demoostrotes
t is destined' to take rank
h the leading financial illati-
ons of this section of the
te. It is under the manage-
Airit of capable business imp









A new, all steel, electric
lighted train from Mem-








C...otton Belt Routeall tlacway
-no change of cars, no mine
tinz:looarinecv stmionerws. hMi,oartncii•orig
a ISt• Trains from the Soot!.
east connect at bdsaaplua.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist Fares daily
to many points in Tessa.
Louisiana and New Meziesq
stopovers and limit of May
31, 1916. All Year Tourist
F1111.41 daily to certain Tease
poieft9Odaylimiteeopireere.
Seed for illustrated book.




















_I Washington, Jan. 18 -When
FOWLER -The many frit-teltit comes to concoctions tired as a
substitute for liquor by the in- 44411"• S' • Fliw/hrt
habitants of many sections the pastor of the First Christian' of
the country where statutory pm- ' churchthis cityor pvera
hibition prevails, officials of the years, will be grieved to learn of
!his serious illness. From a re-internal revenue department are hi
issue of the Madisonvillenot easily shocked. Yesterday,
!Hustler we clip the followinghowever, there was genuine a-
about him: "rhe sad news rea-
ched 
nvAr a drink receipt
the city Thursday that thefiguring in a North Carolina
moonshine case. It appears Rev, Sam F. Fowler, who was about the house after a severethat
two moonshiners got into a quer- pastor of. the Christian ehurchl attack of the gripp. -He stated
rel with the result that one here for many- years, .had a par-I-that he was feeling fine, iin-d-thewent aletic stroke while delivering a he still cherished the ambitioninto court and exposed Vie busi-
ness secret of the other. Here lermon in his church at Erwin, to serve Murray as police judgeTenn., and since that time has for another term, and expected
Is the recipe for the latest North
Carolina temperance tipple call-
ed "mule kick."
"One bushel corn meal, 100
pounds of sugar, two boxes_ of
lye, for plugs of tobacco, four
pomade of poiseroot bet ries,-two
pounds soda. Water to measure
and distill."
This receipt is for fourteen
and one half gallons of the "thi;d
rate lickah, sah," two drinks of
ident of Calloway but his beenwhich, the North Carolina in-
making Mayfield his home forformant said, "would make a
' several years. He has severed rabbit i in a bulldog's face or
;make a hen-pecktd husband his business connections there 
'throw rocks at his blind mother- and is talking of going to Okla-
in-law." home to live. We dip the fol-
- lowing from a recent issue ofPenalty Should go to the State. the Mayfield Messenger regard-
! ing him: "J. A. Junes, who hasIn a letter to the state auditor been connected with the Carterat Frankfort, Hon. John C. Duf-; Hardware Company for severalfy, of Hopkinsville, special as- years in the capacity of salesmansistant attorney general of the in the hardware department, hasstate, takes the position that the sold his interest in that concernpenalty of six per cent. collected and is now a gentleman of leis-by the sheriffs of the state on all ure. Mr. Jon ea came here fromtaxes not paid before the first of Murray and has made manyDecember, should go to the state, friends since be has been 'here.The practice has been for the} Ha is an expert in the hardwaresheriffs to pay up in full, evenibusiness and a better man forif he had to borrow the money I that kind of place would be hardto do so, and then get the penal- tofind. He has not decided whatty himself. This 'has been the business he will engage in, butpractice for years* most of the ft is hoped that he may see it-tosheriffi of the state, and has en- his interest to remain in May-shied the sheriffs to give time to field."
a great many of the taxpayers
who did not have ready cash to
pay the taxes they owed. The
sheriff has the legal right to
force collections by the first of
December, and if the suggestion
made by Mr. Duffy to the audit-
or is to be followed strictly, the
sheriff will be compelled to do
this, even though it might work nell was 86 years old Monday ofa great hardship on many people
throughout the state.
Saved a Doctor's Fee.
Bardwell, Ky.. Jan. 19.-John
Reddick, while in town Wednes-
day threw a sack into his wagon
and the motion of his arm threw
his shoulder joint out of place.
He at once started for a doctor's
office to have it replaced, and en
route his foot slipped and in try-
ing to catch himself the dislocat-
ed arm was thrown back in po-
sition.
New Laundry Ageacy.
I have accepted the agency for
the Paducah Laundry and have
headquarters in the Burton bar-
ber shop. I will devote my per-
sonal attention to the business
and will appreciate a share of
your work. Best work and very
prompt service. Hold your next
bundle for tnek:-_-13„ L_Lathey__
For Sale. - Registered Duroc
pigs, 2 months old; females only.
-N. M. Lassiter, Murray. Ky..
Route 5. -- 1132
not been able to talk or see. Bro.
Fowler was loved here by almost
everybody. His life was an ex-
ample of a true christian and the
report of his illness will be sad
ileillia-the-entlta-coanausity."
to be a candidate at the proper
time. Juge Simpson served the
city in that capacity for many
years and made a record that
will be hard to equal.
• Easter Cones Later this Year.
JONES.-John A. Jones, of
Mayfield, was in Murray on a
short business trip the first of
the week. John is a former yes-
Hamer Thomas, Billie Allbrit-
ten and "Sly Eph" Owens pro-
fessed religion during the Sun-
day service at the Baptist church.
Thus it can truthfully be-said,
•• While the lamp holds out to burnThe vilest sinner may return.%
-§-
WHITNELL.-Mr. John Whit.
this week, and his anniversary
was fittingly celebrated with a
big dinner and a coming togeth-
Easter comes later this year
than it has since 1905. April 23
Is the date of the end of lent.
Easter Sunday was the same date
in 1905. Easter will not come
as late as April 23 again until
1943, when it will be two days
later, April 25. In 1886 Easter
Sunday fell on April 25, the lat-
est date for Erister from 1801
until 2000. In the year 2000 Eas-
ter Sunday will be on April 23.
With the exception of 1843 there
will be no Easter Sunday as late
as April 23 until 2000.
Coming on April 23, Easter-
Sunday will be nineteen days la-
ter than last year. Next year
it will be fifteen days earlier. In
the retail business world Easter
furnishes the greatest spring
trade stimulus.
Victim of Bright's Disease.
Mayfield, Ky., Jan. 20.-Neel.
ey Rogers, following a lingering -
illness of Bright's disease, died
early Wednesday morning at his
home on South street, near the
Merit Manufacturing Co. He
was 69 years of age and had liv-
ed in Mayfield for several years,
having moved here from Callow-
ay county. He is survived by a
wife and five sons, most of the
sons live in Calloway.
Mr. Rodgers had been a farm-
er Most of his life, but since coin-
ing to Mayfield had part of the
time conducted a boarding house.
The burial took place at Beech
Grove Thursday.
No. 10779.
REPORT OF TIM CONDITION_ OF THE
First National Bank
At Murray, in the State of Kentucky, at the Close
ness on December 31st, 1915.
1 Total loans and discounts
2. Overdrafts unsecured  
3. United States bonds deposited t) secure circulation (par value)5. Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank.... -.4400 00a Less amount unpaid  400.00-Value of banking house (if unencumbered) 
Furniture and fixtures
Net amount due from Federal Reserve Bank 
a Net amount due from approved reserve agents inew York. . . $1,170.99b Net amount this approved reserve agents in -other ieserve cities   1,047.14Lt__'...-Net amount due from banks'and-tiankers (Other thined 10 or_ II   10.902_94•15. to Fractional currency, nickels, and cents $42.5916. Notes of other national banks ..  








of the city on the Paris road.
Mr. Whitnell is one of the oldest
citizens of the county and known
by hundreds ol people. His
friends ilfIlYagi011;11-ta the Led-
ger joins them ion wishing him
many happy returns of the day.
-f-
atele ph
communication to the Ledger of.
lice Wednesday of this week
Judge S. P. Simpson stated that
he was again able to be up and
A 25 Per Gent
Reduction Sale
Commencing Jan. 22nd and
continuing for 30 days, we will
sell all our Men's suits, men's
and boys' overcoats at a reduc-
qon of 25 per cent. We mean
exactly what we say. Our goods
are all marked in plain figures,
and we could not deceive you if
we were 90 disposed. This inean 4
spot cash over the counter and
the chance of your life to get a
good suit of clothes or overcoat






Redemption fund with United States Treasurer and due fromUnited States Treasurer  312.50
Total •   360.063 (.1
LIABILITIES: . __
24. Capital stock pad in   erroou.00qv:. Undivided prodts   $• l,14.30 - -Less current e mist s, interest. and taxes paid  708.52- 415.18Circulating not s outstanding  6,130.0032. Individual depasits subject to check  • 30,007.04Total demand deposits. Items 32,_33, 34, 35, 36,37, 38 and :to  430,259,32l'ertillcates of deposit 4,651.91Total of time deposits. Items 40, 41, and 42   $4,657 9146. a Rediecounts with Federal Reserve Bank  1,1100.00
Total 
''  $60,044.01State of Kentucky, County of Calloway. ss
I, 'I'. H. Stoker', Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swearthat the above stattmrit is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
T. 0.-STOK SS, Cashier
W. F. 13ARBERRY,
W. FINNEY,
DAN B. KEYS, Directors.Subscribed, and sworn to teem me this 11th dlli,Let January, leis.




25c tash Specials- ,
For .Friday and Saturday Only
 ••••••••••••=.111• ..•••••••••••=•
8 hare Lenox Soap
-3 pounds Evaporated -PaesT----  25
211 pounds Prunes 
3f pounds Granulated Sugar
3 large cans Tomatoes 
4 cans Hominy 
3 cans Kraut 
3 cans Salmon  
3 cans Pimintor,
3 cons English Peas
5 cars Corn- --
5 cams String Beans .---;;; 
4 pounds Black-eyed Pew... 
3 pounds Navy Beans 
3 pounds Butter Beans 
3 pounds California Pink Beans
- 3 Quaker Oats 
.7 boxes Arm & Hammer Soda 
7 rolls Toilet Paper 
1 pound Black Pepper
-1 Brass King Wash Board 
1 peck Yellow Sweet Potatoes 
1 gallon Pure Apple:Vinegar 
2i pounds Good Roasted Coffee 
1 pound Blanke's Coffee (Ground), with one
5-cent can Pet Brand Evaporated Milk .
1 can Luzianne Coffee, with one box Tooth 
Picks
6 boxes Takhoma Crackers
3 boxes Krispy Crackers 
3 10-cent boxes Cakes (any kind)
1 dozen Florida Oranges 
lf dozen Bananas 
1 pint Grape Juice (Club House)
40. cent jar Preserves 
































All Prices Made Lait W_eekliold
Good Until Further NI
Very Respectfully,




The Evidence is at Your Door.
Murray proof is what you want
and the statement of:this highly
respected resident will banish all
doubt:
J. T. Wells, clothing dealer,
Murray, Ky., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills when I have
had kidney trouble and they have
always done me good. Another
of my family also took them.
Although the patient's condition
was much worse than mine,
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
at Dale, Stubblefield &Co.s' drug
store, did more good than any-
thing else ever tried."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
aimply ask for a kidney remedy
-get Doan's Kidney PilIs-tb_e
same that Mr. Wells had. Fos-
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
Cut Pries Sale salient Blankets.
Just at the time your horse or
mule needs one. We could not
buy them by the thousand at the
price we are making on them:
$2.50 blankets cut to $1.90. ,
$2.25 blankets cut to $1.75.
$2.00 blankets cut to $1.60.
$1.75 blankets cut to $1.50.
$1.50 blankets cut to $1.40.
$1.35 blankets cut to $1.10.
$1.00 blankets cut to $ .96.
Buy your horse a blanket, and
don't let him stand in the cold.
They don't cost much, and after
old cold January, February and
March are gone put the blanket
away, it will look good to them
next winter. Buy him a blanket
or fake off your overcoat-Mur-









Children love this "fruit laxative."
and nothing else cleanses the tender
etomech, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
wattle liver gets sluggish, stomach
-sours, then your Ifttle one beeoreet
cross, half-sick. feverish, don't eat,
eleep or act naturally, breath is bad.
system full of cold, has pore throat.
stomach-ache or diarrhoea. Listen..
Mother'. See if tongue Is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
syrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the sys.
tom, and you have It will child again.
Millions of mothers give "Ciliforela
Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless: children love It, and it nev-
er falls to act on the stomach, liver
and boy els.
Ask at the store for a 64-cest bottle
of -California Syrup of Figs." which
has full direr-Hoes for babieo. children
of all ages and for grown-ups plaiale
printed on the bottle. _Adv.
No Boss-
He-You always seem Po Self-pod-
-.Pain •.
She-Ye.; I don't believe In getting
married,
nee desr Oahe bat 'mail Byes -
seeke.la ietaaist than ,nti.pt&
your riga young and you will Inert yeeng
After the Miele@ MnrIne Your Eyes Don
tell ye-al-ate, Murtne gye Ramon, Co
trurvire. Senor Nye Book ea' reeve*.
%Marriage loaf be a Inilore,...biat
there's a lot of evidenee'to the Con
Star?.
THZ 1111711AT LUIGI& =MAT, Y.
TAKES OFF DANDRUFF NO INTERVENTION
HAIR STOPS FALLING ACROSS RIO GRANDE
Glriel Try Thiel Makes Heir Thleise
Glossy, Nutty, Beautiful-No
Mere Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli•
eatiou of Danderine you Cannot end •
Single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but %hat 
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, lice and downy at that-yes--but
ally new hair-growing all over the
Scalp.
A little Danderine immediately dou-
•liles the beauty of your hair. No dif-
lerencis how dull, faded, brittle and
seraggy. just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at • time. The effect is antes-
tng--your hair will be light. Marry and
wavy, and have an •ppearance of
abundance, an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Oct a 24 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderins from oray.atore, and prove
that your hair la as pretty and soft
Oa ear--ftiet It has hese neglected or
!Oared by careless treattnent-thare
O11-you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will just try a lie
tie Daudet-Use. Adv.
Exaggerated Peace.
-Of coarse, you are In favor of
pence.-
"Certatnly. Put I don't want to be
equipped etth nothing but arguments
In ease I meet the kind of man whose
one Wee or peace is to have all hta
anemias stowed away in a graveyard."
_
SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
KIDNEYS TROUBLE Y
Eat Loos Meat If Your Kidneys Aren't
Acting Right or If Back Hurts or
Bladder Bothers You.
When you wake up with backache
and dull misery in the kidney region
It generally means you have been eat-
ing too much meat, says a well-known
authority. Meat forms uric. acid which
overworks the kidneys In their effort
to filter it from the blood and they be-
ootne sort of paralyzed and loggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you must relieve them like you
relieve your bowels; removing "44 the
body's urinous waste, else you have
backache, sick headache, dizzy spotlit;
your utomach sours, tongue is coated,
- and when the weather Is bad you have
_ rheumatic twinges. The urine is
- full of sediment. channels Ofte.
- z , _en get imore,torater scalds and yoa_aro
obliged to seek rellef._ato or three
ttmes during the night.
Either consult a good, reliable physi-
cian at once or get from your pharma-
cist about four ounces of .lad Salts;
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
sad your kidneys will then act tine.
This famous salts "hs`made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, Coin-
blued with lithia and has been used
Ion generations to clean and stimulate
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
acids in the urine so it no longer irri-
tates, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jed Salts is a life saver for regular
meat eaters. It is inerpensive. cannot
Injure and makes a dellghtful, effer
vescent tithia-water drink--Adv.
The Reason.
Quiz-I wonder why motor boatl
le tee muck more sport than automobin
bag?
Whiz-Because out here there are
no trees or fences for 'em to climb.
'WILSON ADMINISTRATION WILL




Republicans Fight Democratic Plan




Washington -Gen. Carranza and the
de facto government of Mexico are to
be given full opportunity without inter
vention from the United States to run
to earth the murderers of American
citizens of Santa Isabel anti to demon-
strate ability to restore order and pro-
tect foreign right. in the southern re-
public. This was the outstanding fact
here alter a meeting of the cabinet, a
conference between President Wilson-
and Chairman Stone of the Senate for
eign relations committee and another
day of stirring debate in the Senate.
The president, supported b) his cab
Wet and the Democratic leaders in Con-
gress. is declared to bee determined
that the American government shalt
not ba *tempo/lee bne war talk and
cries a vengeance frit°, rushing an
army across the Rio Grande to destroy
in its infancy the de facto government
which the United States, with tho co-
operation of Pan American nations,
aided in establishing after the Mexi-
can nation had been torn by revolu-
tion for years.
In the senate administration leaders
firmly outlined the position of the gov-
ernment in the face of denunciation
from the Republican side and another
resolution directing intervenUoe pro-
posed by Senator Works of California.
At the State Department official,
were vigilant in their watch over the
situation, awaiting r•fficial word from
Oen. 4..`arranza in reply to the demand
made upon him to seek out and punish
the bandit murderers.
While no direct communication from
Gen. Carranza has reached the State
Department, a message from him to
Entree Arredonder. the Steetraff
sador designate, announced the dis-
patch of troops to capture the outlaws
and his purpose to visit "condign pun-
is-hment upon every participant in the
in a.ssecre.
EL PASO MAD AT MEXICO
Martial Law is Declared and U. S. Sol
diern on Patrol Folloerurg 
Repo• ale Made On Mexicans.
ratio. Tex.:-  Soldier/I. lteJlernith
and many') cltisens, angered by the
massarVernflraeore of American min-
ing tnen -In Mexico, on the night of
Jan. Il began a round up of Mexicans
in El Palo, %lib the Intention of driv-
lug nil adherents of Francisco Villa
feint the city. Many fights took place
anti all The ailiblitalliWu Slid ITEKTO
avallable were kept busy.
Aleirse-thate
officers were arrested on chtilitM1- of
vagrant•y and forced to take a train
for California. In - this conaignment
were Miguel Dias Lotubardo, once for-
Egan minister in Villa's cabinet. and
Liens. .Manuel Banda and Juan Pilate"
United States soldiers to the num-
ber of 50, aided by city policemen,
started through the streets announcing
that they were looking for Mexicans.
News of the round-up spread and Most
of the Mexicans In the path of the
Americans took to their heels. Oise
street was soon cleared of undesirable
Mexicans.
Many Mexicans, however, resisted
P.174/A1101.011_atid IMMO were rtiqtle4 tripe-
17. Calls for ambulances and surgeons
kept the pollee stations buss+. Many
of the fights were between American
soldiers and Mexicans wbo refused to
be rushed, according to ponce reports.
later In the tittle matters grew
more serious and martial law was de-
-dared Four companies of-tlitr Mith
Infantry were ordered to take charge
in the downtown district after it was
apparent the potters were powerless to
check tee crowd. Linen of troops four
abreast swung through the streets and
established sentries on the corners and
in the middle of the squares.
The crowd, thinned out when or.
dens were issued that no one appear
on the streets without a pertatt signed
by the provost marshal, but the search
by American soldiers of the Mexican
quaurter for armed Mexicans con-
tinued.
While the disorders were proceeding
reports reached the police that Amer-
ican cattle raisers and miners were
neldIng a secret meeting to organize gn
armed band to invade Mexico. It was
said their object was to seek revenge
for the murder of the American tann-
ers slain by order. it is said, of a Villa
Lia..kaliat,eueomoLa.th rest made
by Villa when Gen: Carranza's govern-
ment was recognized by the United
States that he would avenge himself
on Americans.
. Fifty-thousand-cards for distribution
roughout the -United States were or-
dered printed bearing the phrases: -
_--"Remember the Altman- •
"Did we watch and watt?"
"Remember the ('u-ti"
"Shall we watch and wait!"
Police at all hotels are searching out
Mexicans and advising their departure




CHINA HAS A REVOLUTION
Government Forces Kill and Capture
Many in a Series of Bloody Engage.-
ments-Minitions Taken.
London-Many Chinese revelution-
&ries were killed and captured in a
'series of bloody engagements on Jan.
6, 7 and I in the district. of Tamsui.
Potong, Yentsuwo and Poke). accord-
ing to information received from the
Canton government by th• British au-
thorities at Hong Kong.
l'Itimately the revolutionaries were
routed and many of them, including
some of the leaders, killed or taken
prisoner. The government forco also
captured munitions and horses.
IS MO CROSS,
FEVERISH, SICK
WALKED OFF WITH $17,000.
uansvUte.Etimirsr Arreated Seriit'AfflW
In Another Town.
IS NOT SEEKING SLAYERS.
--
Nothing Is Done To Avenge the Slay-
ing of Americans.
El Paso. Tex.-Absolutely nothing is
being done by the Carranzista author-
ities in Chihuahua to avenge the mas-
sacre of Americans at Santa Isabel,
according to Americans *who arrived
here direct from Chihuahua City.
Andrew Livingstone, a well-known
mining engineer, one of the party,
sale:
----ratratrA • official* Iltearthellialla
lied when they telegraphed to the hoe-
Eeansvillee-Stating that the bank der that 1.500 soldiers had been sent
had made. art ;rror and that Ito ivoind 'iretit to run down the perpetarturs of
take the money back to have tine nits- he Santa Isabel massanre.
take rectified. George H. Fink. 
ass st-i 
"I left Santa Isabel Jan. 16, and up
ant tookkeeper of the Hercules Buggy , to that time not` a single Cartanzista
Company, walked out of the company's soldier was within ee miles uf the
office here with a satchel containing scene of the massacre.
$17.000, the weekly payroll, He was -The Carranzista officials come just
captured four hours later at Booneville, as near the truth when they say there
Ind., and later admitted the theft, ace are only two or three small bands of
Look. Mother! If tongue na , cording .to Prosecutor Ora Davis of Villistas left. They know very well
that Villa has more than 5,000 men
under him_ and that so long as these
men are at large the life of Ameri-
cans in the territory they contrOl is
not worth two cents."
---very foreigner in 'he state of Chi-
t Booneville. Folk 11 R1, returned to Ev-
ansville, He is 36 years old and Is
connected by marriage with prominent
families here.
FORMER DICTATOR IS DEAD.
'-"-'°",a is preparing to come to theEnd of One-Time Mexican Power Was
Noe Unexpected. , l•nted States, according to Living
El Paeo, Tex.-Gen. Victorian.) HUer- "ce-
nt,. former provisional president Mex-
ico, died at his home here on the night
of Jan. 13.
„dad  Yiancijiza. j_  Madera 
Gen Victorian° Hnerta,eorire sue
execueve power In Mexico City and
later left Mexico, died of sclerosis of
the -liver. He wai-surrounded by his
family when the end came. His death
was not unexpected. It is believed an
eaten will be made to -arrange hts
in
burial in llegion:
Freinelt Arrest Turk Official,
Paris.- As reprisal for the intern-
ment of French subjects in Turkey, the
P.4 ro•h ,pixfhtrcriliot. 
'toy archivist of the 1 urkish embassy,
and the lest functionary of the embas-
sy remaining on duty here His wife
Ind daughter -*Ill also be placed in
confinement.e"
Menace Pubitehbei Free,
Dismiss Muerte Indictment. Sto.-A verdict of not runty
- San .tAntonto Texas.-The ease has been returned by the jury in the
against Victorian° 1[lThi1id-
eral court herr was automatically die-
missed when news of his death MC--
Patio was received.
French Airmen Shell Line.
hondoh - A squadron of rreneltAr-
iators have.bombarded the first Illie
of Bulgarian trenches in the Strumesa
wrecking several trenches and




Tidal Wave 'Hits Hamburg.
Copenbaget-XT- X- -1111‘11 wave :rt.
In. height-crested havoc with shops
and-warehousee ISIONSIatore•-- peon*:
Ina to Menet, h• q reaching here. The
loss in merchandbm amounts to *W.-
OH marks. •
natieneir floeIleieseenThiblishing Coin
pany, of Aurora. Mo.. and four of its
officials- who were charged in federal
court here with mteuee of the mails.
r- =Allow- -SW AO Mime- Quo&
New York. -The Hallam liner Gin-
- eppe Verdi sailed for Naples witti
her two 3-Inch guns still mounted on
her after ock. She war. permitted to
Meer on tie receipt of assuranene that
the piece 'are to be uses only for de-
fense '
-Wort ramie trine ell'avitun g• on to the
-ollector of trio port, Dudley Field Ma
line, that the Italian. Itovernr ent bad
eree'turh 'assurances to this state de
eereteent -land that fee Vsgdie.enr:..
--er4 primes mignt oe granted.
THE NEW EDISON BATTERY JON





Edition's Chief Engineer Would Not
Assign. Cause For It-A
Grit Inquiry Is
- Maus.
New York -Four men were killed
end 10 injured, five dangerously, in an
exploalon on the submarine K-3 while
the craft was undergoing repairs in
dry dock at the New York navy yard.
One of the men killed was an enlisted
electrician and the others civilian
workers.
At least three of the 10 now in the
hospital are not tweeted to 11Te.
inett. !testier, eleetetelart
Wend class. Cleveland. Jas. H.•Peck,
civilian, general helper, Brooklyn; J.
P. Schultz, civilian. machinist, Brook
Fyne Joseph Logan, civilian, machinist,
Brooklyn.
Tito Injured le L. Milt., chief elec.
telclan. Brooklyn; _Raymond 1/tto.
trIcian. Middleburg. Md.; Guy H. Clark.
Jr.. rrankfort. N. r.-:
Baltimore, Md.; James Lyons, civilian:
Henry Zoll, civilian; Otto !Insert, civil-
ian; Richard I !teeter civilian: Michell
Peyser, civilian; -August Klipin, civil-
ian. ._.o
The detonation was terrific, but the
submarine itself, from the outside,
shows no effects.
A statement indicating the the new
Edison storage battery was not In any
way responsible for the explosion on
the submarine Fe2 at the New York
nary yard was made by Miller Retest,
Hutchinson. chief engineer for Thomas
A. Edison and a member of the naval
conrutting board.
Member of Naval Advisory board De-
clares Our Army Would Be about
One Day's Killing.
New Haven, Cohn • Danger of tot
elgh aggressitai wilreonfroint the Vitt.
ad States after the leumpean wee Is
over. no matter *tech sides wino. Hud-
son Maxim, member of the naval ed.
visory board. de. hired in an admit be.
the chamber of commerce here. Its
Made an appeal for a larger army and
=Tr- declaring-that irny eifertre-greet
foreign nations now at war would
"have available several million war•
tried veterans for-a-trial --SA- -*ma
with us.
"When the groat war is over, which-
ver side wins, there will be lure ND
arise between the winners And our-
selves serious complications to be ad,
elated,- said Mr. Maxim "Either Ger-
many or Fetgland would have a navy
far superior to our own, and, conse-
quently, could not successfully be op.
posed by our navy Our enemy would
be able to land upon our shores at leant
• quarter of a million men inside of a
month, and after that continually bring
In re-enforcements at the rate of lie0,-
01o0 a month, it they should happen to
be required. Our little, poorly equip-
ped army would not be able to offer
realstance enough to Makila_ ripple
the line of the enemy's advance.' Our
army would be just about one -good
day's killing"
It the enemy landed at either New
York or Boston. the speaker said, they
would be able in two weeks to capture
the area in which great arsenals, navy
ya • s Tinde-Mtenttions ferneries of the
country- are situated. Continuing, he
said:
"'There are two ways that are pro
posed for our elevation. The way that
out army and navy men propose and
the way that every American who has
made a scientific study of the subject
of naval defense propose., in adequate-
ly to prepare ourselves with a navy
big enough to successfully stand out
against any, other navy in the world
and an army big enough and provided
with goons and ammunition enough to
save the country from the horror of
defeat."
The prelemnary Inquiry Into the ex-
elosion was held in secret by the hoard
of inquiry appointed by Rear Admiral
I slier, commandant of the navy yard.
Nenher „Admiral Usher nor 'arrey of
:hove eteantientlefftlfd ettertinstrevreint -oe.-
curred at the inquiry Persons ,aboard
or near the E-2 at the time, of the ex
plcsion were questioued at length.
toweyern
!Reese Admiral Usher nitide 'the_ B21-
wing-formal statement:
-*-"rho board or Ineeiry met and went
aboard the submarine, where they con
ducted a thorough investigation. The
Investigation was not finished and
therefore the board will again Inset.
No conclusion was reat bed." -
Secretary of the Navy Daniels, who
is expected to name a board of inquiry
to conduct a formal investigation, left
Washington without making any state-
ment regarding the explosion
AUSTRIANS TAKE CETTINJE
- ---
Montenegrin Capital Occupied by an
Invading Army for the First Time
In History.
London.-For the first time in -his
tory. Cetttneeo. the capital. of. Monte-
negro, is la:the Wends- ofan_invading
army. .Its capture by Austrian troops
was announced in an official state
merit issued from Vienna. King Nich-
olas of Montenegro is in flight in Al
Dania. according to an uncunfirmsel
report.
'The fall of Cettinje followed closely
the storming of Mount hovcen, which
dominated the town, and caused no
surprise here. It is expected-tbat a
campaign to completely clear Albania
of Italian troops and thoroughly sub
due the country next will be attempted.
BRITISH DETAIN U. S. SOLDIER.
Albert Clark in Uniform is Temporar-
ily Detained at Jamaica Port."
New- York.- Albert Clark, a private
,n the.. Fifth United Settee infantry,
was removed from the steamship Santa
Marta at Jamaica-by neutral.
Ity officer, according -to passengers
who arrived here on tl.e Santa Marta.
After being detained ashore several
hours nTiernwas allowed To return
the 'hip and proceed here.
Clark, who Lad served le months in
the canal tone, was proceeding to
Washington under orders to report to
the -adjutant-general- and was in full
upiforni when he was temporarily
,tmoved from the Santa Marta, which
flies the American flag.
Thts is said to be the first time a
Milted States soldiee has been re-
moved under similar conditions from
at American -eesselesince the War of
1812. . .
VON PAPEN WAS PAYMASTER
Papers Seized by England Show Ha
Gave Man Who Blew Up Caned-
.- ean. Bridge $700. .
London.--Copies of correspondence
Belted from ('apt. von l'apen. recalled
German military attache at Washing-
ton. when he reached Falmouth on his
way to Germany,- haven been turned
over American embeesy for
transmission to the State )enStirtment
They show that Capt. von Papen mule
frequent payments to persone charged
with the resporisibility for blowing up
munitions works and bridges in the
United States.
One entry show,: that Cape von Pa-
pea gave $700 to Werner Horne who
was arrested in connection with the
blowing up of a eanadian Pacific rail
way bridge at St. Croix. Me. The day
before this (neck was issued the Ger-
man embassy 'paid $2,000 into Capt. von
Papen's account.
Among the letters taken from Cape
von Papen there is little of interest,
with the exception of a letter from the
German consul at New Orleans condol-
ing with him on his recall from Wash
ington and criticising severely the at-
titude of the American government.
Capt. von Papen's chock s(ube, bank
books and letters from his bank. the
Riggs National Bank of Washington. 1).
C. show about 600 items, many of
winch had to do with routine expendit
urea. Others, however, revealed pay
merits to various persons who have fig
ured prominently in the activities of
German agents in America.
Several large payments rere made
• to Capt. von Papen by Count von Bern-
storff. Most of these were for salaries
or bonuses. A neinber of entries
showed payments made by the ambits
sailor -to the military attache for 'war
intelligence office:" One of the pay
ments On this account, made in Octo




Rome Hears That Week Must Elapse
- Before He Is Out of Danger.




ae nelnn eolieraraUtoion bin 
on Jan,
scribed as  having been successful, it
is said that a week must elapse be-





mu, the main building of Washing
ton College, wrecked by fire Jan.
17. Bo -rapidly did the flames spread
that all the archives. Including many
historic documents, some of them
the heeidwriting of George_ Washitfre
wire burned. Tne hunting cost
ST5.000 to erect. The college-had Its
liame bestdwed by the-legislature "in
honorable and oerpetuennmemory of
his excetnenek_Xerieran Waehingeon."
_who .regelyed _trait it the deg.ree jt
de:sor of Jaws.
ee—
Texas in Grip of Cold.
Dallas, Tex.:- Texas generally was
In the grip of the second cold wave
within a week. Temperature. ranged
from 15 degrees above sere in the
extreme north portien td SO degrees In
the south part. Cold wave warnings
had been issued by the weather bu-
rsae in time -for- preparation for the
change in temperature .
Fruit Jobbers Meet.
eltremphle --More than 1,000 members
PAINS IN SIDE"‘--iil
AND BACK ''\
How Mrs. Kelly Suffered and
How She was Cured.
Burlington. Wis.-"I was very Irreg-




using two bottles of
the Sanative Wash
I am fully conviaMid
that I am entindy
cured of these Cron-
bles.land feel beiter
all over. I know
your remsdles have
done me worlds of
good and I hope every suffering woman
will give them a trial."-Mrs. AKKA
KELLY, 710 Chestnut Street, Burling-
ton, WI.
The many convincing tosthnonlals con-
stantly published in the newspapers
ought to be proof enough to wain= who
suffer from those distressing ills pecu-
liar to their sex that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Is the medicine
they need.
,-11tris good old root and herb rernirly
has proved unequalled for these dread-
ful ills; It contains what is Deedod to
restore woman's health and strength.
If there fit any peculiarity in
your Moe r9g,ilpe_oW ad-
vice, wate the L E. Pink.
ham Medicine Co.' confidential).





of the Weetern Fruit Jobbetreiriaritlan
Lion of America stormed Memphis to
attend their annual iconveintion. on
Jan. le. The fruit jobbers arrived on
awl& trains and by the' trainload.
More specials are scheduled to reach
hero, and when the last arrivel it it
expected that foully 2.005 *will be pres-
ent.
Hundreds elf the jobbers ape a.e4:orst
:muted by their. wives, daughters and
other Jemtaittet relatives,. :Art told.






"Just-a word, young man," said the
owner of the store.
"Yee, sir."
"If a customer knows what he
wants, sell it to him. I know that •
star salesman can always sell htm
something else, but I have a theory
that it eill pay just as well to eel/
him what ho wants."
SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT!
Keep Your Lonisi Youthful, Dark.
Glossy and Thick With Garden
Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly. Preparing thin mixture.
though, at home is mussy and trouble-
some. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-use tonic
called "Wyeth's Rage and Sulphur
Ilair Remedy.' You juat dampen a
sponge or soft brush with It and
draw, this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morn-
ing all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant_ Yoe will also dis-
cover dandruff is gone and hair has
stopped falling
Gray, faded lailr, though no dis-
grace, is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive ap-
pearance), get busy at once with Wy-
eth's Sage and Sulphur and look years
younger -Adv.
Favors are seldom satisfactory. The
best way is not to need them.
Makeellard-WedcHarder
A bad back makes a day's work
twice as hard. Backache usually
comes from weak kidneys, and if
headaches, dizziness or urinary dis-
orders aro added, don't wait-get
help before the kidney disease
takes a grip-before dropsy, gravel
or Bright's disease sets In. Doan's
Kidney Pills have ittouglit ilea, lite
and new strength to thousands of
working men and women Used
and recommended the world over,
A Mississippi Case
ret:11114,7a3FL: pc, msayYlibark-Iwhsittr3of,naV-
.. it 6 
J. P. ebeeperd.
404 B. Chestnut tit.,
Aberdeen. M I s a ..
N `qadi m
a,lffornd ft,In pains
In my neck and of-
1,,zi-ildrigai sea heavyim  n.u.p.utirl
i tilliViji
t.mt over. • sharp
en when I got up
from a chair or
•
twinge naught on
I couldn't at:pieta...I. Owe- bee of 
Down's 11,1ney I 'ills cored n.e and the
cure has been Lasung."
Cat Deaa's at Aar &am Ma • isle
AN* IBIDNIET-
•
BOSTERAULSURN tXS ISUIVIA10, N.Y.
s Pills
seeble the dyspeptic to est whatever he
wish... They cease lb. 11,w4e to assimilates..
aftartab th• body, the appetite. and
DEVELOP FIES11.—"4114p.
Dr. Tett itanatecturnat Co. New Iferk:




A ruts IIENEHAL STRENGTHENING
sitivilieira Karts tomato. e•rmitie I,,,,.in enaa'
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tlass of Hot Water
Before Breakfast
a Splendid Habit
Opeiselaites of the system each
morning and wash away the
poisonous, stagnant matter.
Those of na who are accustomed to
feel dull and heavy whoa we arise.
splitting headache, stuffy from a cold.
tout tongue, deity breath. acid stom-
ach, lame back, can, instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and toxins
from the body with phesphated hot
water each morning
We should drink, before breakfast,
• glass of real hot water with a tea-
spoonful of limestone phosphate In
It to flush from the stomach, liver,
kidneys and ten yards of bowels the
previous day's ludigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins, thus cleans-
ing, sweetening and purifying the en-
tire alimentary canal before putting
more food Into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water on an empty stomach
is wonderfully thYlgorating. It cleans
'out all the sour fermentationsEgaliel.
_waits and tioldity and gives one 'a
splendid appetite for breakfast and it
is said to be but a little while until
the roses begin to appear in the
cheeks. A quarter pound of lime-
stone phosphate will cost very little at
your druggist or from the store, but
is sufficient to make anyone who Is
bothered with biliousness, constipa
tion, stomach trouble or rheumatism
a real enthusiast on the subject of in-
ternal sanitation.' Try It and you are
assured that you will look better and
feel better in every way shortly,-
Adv.
The Reason.
Mrs. Jones-e4 haven't heard you
Speak of going to the mountains next
summer; but then your lungs are not
Weak this year.
Mrs. Smith-No, and they're not
likely to be; unless my husband's
. business greatly improves.
"CASCARETS” FOR
SLUGGISH BOWELS




-Get alfIcent box now.
Turn the rascals out-the headache.
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases-turn them
out to-night and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stem-,
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison In the
bowels Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret to-night atreghtens you
out by morning. They work while
=pee= sleep--* 10-cent box from
-any--drug storo-means a clear bead.
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chil-
dren love Cascarets because they
sever gripe or sicken. Adv.
Not a Closed Incident.
Patience-She has a pretty mouth
Palrice-A mere incident.
"Yes, but one that's never closed."
HAD PELLAGRA;
IS NOW CURED
Hillsboro, Ala.-J. W. Turner, of ebbs
place, says: ought to have written
you two weeks ago,. but failed to do am
I got well and then forgot to write you.
I can get about like a 10 year-old hoc;
you ought tia•ig me run around and tend
to my farm. I can go all day just like I
atecei to. 1 am mthankful- to-know -there
is such a good rerdedy to cure people of
pellagra. - 
_
There is-no leiter any doubt that pee 
-Tigre can-he curi- . Di-a-cITy until
it is too late. It is your duty to consult
the -is...con...1W Baughn.
The semntoms--hands red like sunburn,
skin peeling off. O,Dre mouth, the lips,
throat and tongue a flaming red, with
much mucus and choking; indigestion and
nausea, either diarrhoea or constipation.
There is hope: get Baughn's big Free
hook on Pellagra and learn about the
remedy for Pellagra that has at last been
found.. -Address .Smerican Compounding
,-- -Ce..-bes-11111111e.litisper. Alas rememberine
mousy is refundeil in ahe case where the
-- • - -- Advice.
"My capital Is brains."_ .
"You'd better compromise with your
creditors."
Piles Cored he 6 to 14 Days
(Sionista refund •-.,hey if PAIC CINTMENT
tints to cute Itctnnik.lkliaci. Bleeding or Protiod-
gag hies First appticatioe (VMS relief sot
A man who patronizes saloons utter
finds himself in a tight.plare.
To quickly cool burns and take the
ere out use Hantord's -Delastm. Ad,.
A brebflor save the best pet doge
tome in glass cages.
Btats ST Dori. CAvNI). D ThFr Mtn 
'CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
Be Put Up at This Time 5?
the Year.
_
Reasonable fruits for preserving just
now are atckill pears, sections of or-
anges, hits of pineapple and grapes A
sirup le mudii from two cupfuls of
sugar, one cupful of -water, and one.
eighth teaspoonful of cream af-laster.
This is boiled until it will mak, a soft
bail when tried in cold weld' Then
the fruit Is dropped MI sufficient to
cover the surface of the sirup. In
about ten minutes this should be
skimmed out and more fruit put In
until all le cooked. Tender, juicy
fruits may not take quite ten minutes,
while bard place* like pineapple wet
probably take longer. Cars must be
taken net to puncture the outside cov-
ering of any sweet, juicy fruit, as the
sirup will not candy If the juice be-
comes mixed with it.
When all the fruit Is rooked It
should be drained and allowed to lie in
granulated sugar till dry.
Amber jelly is another delicacy out
of the ordinary that ran be made at
this time of year. The ingredients are
one grapefruit, one orange, one lemon
-tad granulated swear, The trait is
led, being- earefui not to
the white pulp with the skin. -TV.-
must be sived - for thp pectin (jelly'
making substance) it contains.
After peeling; the fruit is cut into
lengths, removing the white center of
the grapefruit, which is very bitter.
The pulp with_the skin of the orange
cut fine Is mita/bred. and to each.cup-
SAS of pulp a cupful of water is added.
.This is put over the stove and boiled
fur five minutes. Then bat water is
added equal to one-quarter the amount
of water originallY added. When this
Ocoee to • boll the kettle is•removed
from the stove and the contents meas-
ured. To five cupfuls of the pulp four
cupfuls of sugar is the right propor-
tion. This Is boiled for 45 minutes
then poured into Jars and sealed:1
novelty it'll be t' meet an occasional
Lizzie er Maggie in a few years.
"Ther's plenty o' good ole Demo-
cratic names left t' select from with-
out drawin• on our heroes er heroines.
Ther's Jake an' John an' Joe er Bill. ,
an' ther's Mary an' Blanche an' Nellie,
an' Edith. Th' only trouble with Edith
is that your daughter is liable, -Cr-
change it t' Edythe when she 
grads.ates. We have thousands o' John
Smiths but no mother has yet had th'
nerve C perpetuate th' memory o'
Pocahontas. th' brave Indian maiden




One o' most enjoyable aa' Biter`
pettn' features of a newspaper or mag-
azine these days is tie advertisements.
We asset used i'-niad thLada. We
believed --(bey Aram jest -cutininly
worded snares t' separate 'fallible
from thee money, so we jest skimmed
over 'em. Hut of late -years business
announcements haie been so attrac-
tively illustrated an' worded an' dis
played that even thy MOM exclusive
highbrows don't feel above readin"em
lodern advertisements are works of
artist has brought t' light all th • my*
terious an' intricate harness o' fair
woman. Maybe on th' same page. set'
tin' off a suit sale, we see a trio o'
fashionably dressed young men who
have epparently gotten t'gether by th'
merest accident, an' who, judgin' by
ther blank facial espressloos. have
never even heard of one another. Then
we come t' th' smokin' Chace() testimo-
nials an' study th' faces of all our fore-
most celebrities. an' learn fer th' first
time that they smoke pipes an' flva
h' Ole Time Meet:Meat Prince Used t' Fume an' Fret an' Sputter an'
Finally Write • Little Stingy Ad on a Piece o' Wrappin' Paper Cale& -
Attention t' th' Arrival of a Fresh Bale o' Calico or Kit o' Whitefish or
Bomethin' an' Hand it t' an Ad Solicitor With a Frown an Mumble
Somethin' About His Expenses Breakin' Him Up.
art in ther way. Thar Interestin' an'
entertainin' an' instructive. They re-
mind us of our needs. They call t'
mind th' fact that our toes are out,
that we're pittin' bald or need a tonic
or a new overcoat.
Th' ole time merchant prince used
V fume an' fret an' sputter an' finally
*rite a little stingy ad on a piece o'
avrappin paper. eaten' attention t' tbt
arrival of a fresh bale o' calico, or a
kit o' whitefish or somethin', an' hand
It t' an ad solicitor with a frown an'
mumble somethin' about his expenses
breakin' him up. 1"day a merchant
of any pronsisettess at all employs a-
skillful ad writer an' if ther's any pros-
perity in sight he Os in on it. If a
particular lot o' salmon or soap or
somethin' don't move fast enough he
jest slaps on more printer's ink.
--Art-or pictorial adVertiein' seems t!
Imes Zesched tie limit. Here--th' artlir
an' writer an' printer unite ther best
licks an' leave little or nothin' t' th'
imagination o' th' reader. Tired an'
worried after th' day's grind, we open
our newspapers an' come face t' face
with a realistic lingerie ad wherein th'
cent Checker. Then ther's th' alturin'
dandruff ad, th' special sales. Christ-
mar suggestions, signed letters t' th'
editur an' other ads, all so cleverly
gotten up that we read ever' word o'
them and spend our money freely.
In th' magazines shingle stains. Hob
land bulbs, winter tours, shavin' soaps,
automobiles, corsets, beauty lotions.
tires, floor wax, silverware an' union
suits are all exploited in such a highly
artistic manner that th' average reader
fergite all about th' stories. What
could be more eloquent than th' un-
derwear ad wherein a whole, well-
rntilided farniTY Is' libewn (seated arochit
a library table readin' In th' soft, mel-
low glow o' an up-t'-date lamp-father.
mother. Gertrude. Robert, Ethyl an'
little Toots, all dressed In union suite
jest like they had started V' t' bed
an' then suddenly decided -Vs-return t'-
'• Min' room an' read a I1UC.1011111
longer.
This in an age when we all depend
on publicity an' nobuddy profits by
keepin' out o' th' public eye bue.th'
crook. . .
irroteeted by Adams Newspaper Service.)
Professor Alex Tansey on Naming
the Offspring
By KIN HUBBARD
Professor Alex Tansey addressed th'
Mothers' Club ylaterday. at th' east o'
th' Saw mill. Takin' for his subject.
"The' Namin• o' th• Offspring," th' Pro-
fessor arose weartn• th• same Prince
Albert he graduated in at Ann Arbor.
in 18S8, an shone like a wounded tar-
pon flounderire in th' Floridy sun, an'
spoke in part as follows:
"Mothers an' nonproducers. when I
see Charles Sumner Moss leant's' agin•
th' courthouse fi rice with his white-
wash brush my mind genes back t'
stirr1n• days o' his namesake, that
famous American statesman who op--
=
SOO
"When I See Ulysees Simpson Grant Bud Bein' Dragged V Jail for Stealin'
a Ham I Am at Once Reminded o' th' capture o' 'Ft. Benelson, er tie Bre-__
hant Victory o' luka, in 1862." —
posed th• re-election o' Grant, in Iti72.
SnrsiltrranTit-15-11/3"Sittl1e Isom ngo
icy. When I see Ulysses Simpson
Grant Bud hem' dragged t' jail (er
stealin' a ham I am at once reminded
o' th' capture o' Ft. Donelson, er th'
brilliant victory o' luka. in 1S62. An'.
mrfriends. when Natalie Jones serves
my batter cakes at th • Little Gem res-
turint Cm wafted gently back t' that
bright May mornin' in 1S59, when Na-
talie, daughter o' Ivanowitch Kechko,
wut born t' become th' Princes Milan,
o' Servia. So -I urge that. mothers try
t' avoid names with historical liSSOCilki
tions so that th' offspring may not be
called upon t. beer terve life a name
out o' all harmony* with its environ-
ment er attainments. It's allus diffi-
cult t' bide our`disappointment when
we meet a Grover or a Lincoln.
They're so different from what we nat-
urally had in out mind's eye
"A mother may be an admirer o'
Marie Corelli without Ilium-hire a long
legged daughter on th' see o' life
weighed down with a name like Thel-
ma. 0',.course if th• daughter ctirmeee
C make snake charmin• with a circus
her life's work tie,cluiles is admirable.
uWeve° lest emergia' from a long
siege 'IF Dbrothy's, aIrs'sallIefforte
trams th' origin o' th'scrate have been
futile. Jist think what a refreshes'
ate i.
•
explorer." said th' Professor,
gruwiir easter an- gaunt Mir
well in hand.
'Think o th' bitter disappointments
that await th• child named Goldie.
She'll need all th' qualifications in th'
human category t' guide her back safe-
ly thro' th • snags an' shoals that im-
peril th• voyager down life's stream."
Here th' Professor recounted many
failures among his early acquaintance
who had fallen in life's feverish battle
burdened by names that only embar-
rassed 'em-names that maguiled t
inferiorities an' impeded ther progress
an' showed 'em up. Continuin• he
said:
-Somehow_ we allus gasp when wei
- - -
meet a Norman er a Lionel. We ex-
pect t' see athletes. Mothers, when a
boy Is born are you feel i'iongin• t
call him Norman of Lionel call his
father in an' go over th' matter care-
fully Cgether an add either Kenneth
or Claire C which ever name you may
select. Then a good plan t• cell
him Bud till you see how lies rein
C stack up If he fills our well an
stones th• neighbors let. It go at Nee-
man Cr Lionel. If he slaws down at
fifteen • an' allows 'a tendency toward%
tairn 'tennis It shall b sour dela t:
+Acmes.- Kenneth :cit Claire."
'Protected by Adams Newspaper Service-1
now
THREE HINTOOR HOUSEWIFE
Excellent Use for Discarded Feather
Bed-Broken-Needle Holder In
- the Work Basket.
A good use for discarded feather
beds is to put a small portion of the
feathers Into a tTelt made of muslin
the size of the bed. Spread the feath-
ers evenly, Lack Ltlf,• cart on quilting
frames, cover both sides with Mike-
line, and knot or tie as you would a
comforter. A most excellent substi-
tute for a down quilt is the result.
For a broken-needle holder for the
work basket use a small, round bottle
ábdUt IwoTriCheilleite  lath a _plain
crochet-covering Of silk of any de-
sired color, and cover the mouth of
the bottle with a piece of silk fastened
with narrow ribbon. A medium-sized
cork, covered with crocheted silk, In
which tp insert the point of the scis-
sors, is pretty ard useful for the work
basket
Probably you believe that you are
practicing all of the economies known
to the up-to-date housekeeper, but
have you turned inward the out-edge
of a half-worn tablecloth! It is done
exactly as a wide sheet is rejuvenated
and if a very fine seam is carefully
felled on the
e 
wrong side of the
damask, the joining will never show
1—
Cornmeal and Salt to Clean.
Any light woolen material may be
cleaned by this method: Mix corn-
meal and salt in equal parts, then
spread out the material or garmteit oft
it white cloth on the kitchen table and
cover it with the cornmeal and salt
mixture. When it has been on for a,
short time, cover your clothes brush
or scrub brush with a soft white cloth,
and go over the entire surface of the
garment. After it has been brushed
thoroughly, shake well and hang in the
open air The same process may be
used with -white doeskin gloves.
‘,
Halibut au Gratin. •
_ Take five pounds of - friiitt chicken
halibut, peel off skin and take out
bones. Cut into small pieces, put tri a
roast ran, season well with salt.'
cayenne pepper, table sauce, one-half
pound, melted butter and one gill
sherry wine. Bake about 15 minutes.
When ready, mix the fish Well with
three pints of cream easier,. Put in
betties_ dishes, around it a border of
mashed potatoes, on top some grated 
Cheese and -bielad, small piece freett-
butter. Bake 111".:* hot oven for ten
minutes. Serve very hot.
New Laundry Bag.
An ordinary wooden coat hanger
forms the top of the cretonne laundry
bag. The top is curved to fit smooth-
ly over the hanger. A slit from the
top half way down the center of the
front is bound with ribbon and forms
the opening. The hook of the hanger
Is bound with ribbon and finished with
• bow. This style of bag is much su-
perior to the drawetring laundry bag
Ginger Nara..
Beat oho egg well, add one-half n-
tul onetalf cupful molasses,
one-fourth cupful melted butter, one--
half rupful warm water, two cupfuls
of Maur sifted with one teaspoonful
each i of cassia. ginger and soda and
one-Nrilf teaspoonful salt. Bake in in-
dividual tins.
. Cocoanut Cups.
One halt cupful cocoanut. One cupful
sugar, one -cupful milk, one egg, one
tablespoonful- butter, one teaspoonful
+vanilla, two cupfuls of' flour, two tea-,
stelortfuts of baking -ponder, pent.
well. Fill' greaemi rums- Malt Mil and




IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES
Straighten Up1 Don't Luca Day's World_ Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson' $ Liver Tone."
Ugh! Calomel makes you sialt."Tate
a dose of the vile, dangerous drug to-
night and *morrow you may lose a
day's work.
Calomel •is  mercury, or g_uickallver
which mem necrosis of the bones.
Calemel, when it comes Into contact
with sour bile crashes Into it; break'
lag it up. This is when you feel that
1 MIMI Mitretam Msg.- If-you
feel sluggish and laj knocked out." jf
ytnir liver Is torpid and bowels consti-
pated or you have headache, dizziness,
mated tongue, if breath is bad or
stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
harmless Dodson'. Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantee-Co to any
drug store or dealer and get a 40-cent
bottle of Dodison's Liver Tone. Take
a spoonful tonight and if it doesn't
straighten you right up and make yea
feel fine and vigorous by morning I
want you to go back to the store and
fret your money. Dodson's Liver Tone
Is destruyln• the sale of CII1Q11101 be.
cause liii real liver medicine; entire.
ly vegetable, therefore It cannot sell.
Vile Of make you sick. -----------
- guarantee that pee Woofs, it -4-
Dodson* Liver Tose will put your
sluggish fiver to work and clean your-
bowels of that sour bile and consti-
pated waste welch is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle _of Dedson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam-
ily feeling fine for months. Give It to
your children. It is harmless; doesn't
gripe and they like its pleasant taste.
Avoid the Deformity. Heavy Beading.
Do you know 'why it Is that most lelatbush-The post °Mee director
es point east,- Take notice- In this -'-of1.nntlrm teethe prevent -yeasevreighe
regard ast-the--peneesr you nreet-entl-artztinst fifteen poends.
will see that their noses neitiTy liensonhurst-Even so, some Eng-
always are turned quite markedly to limb man of tattoos produce some heav-
the right, Instead of being set straight fur books than that-Yonkers States,
on their facie). It is a deformation at man.
tributable to the fact that since early
childhned they have used their h
kerchiefs with their right hands, W-
ing the note each time a tweak to
the right.
COVETED BY ALL
but possessed by few--s beautiful
head of hair. If your' is streaked With
gray, or is harsh and stiff, you can re-
store It to Its former beauty and tee-
ter by using -La Creole" Hair Dm,Tennessee Druggists Praise hug. Price $1.00.-Adv.
Dr. Kilnier's Swimp-Root
We have bees handling Dr Kilmer'.
Swamp,lioot for tweet, six years and it
•Iwaym gives entire mtedaction to my
customers who um it and they speak in
the higheet terms of the good results,
°teamed from the remedy. We believe
Dr. Wilmer's Swamp Root is • nor kid-
ney and lever medicine.
Very - hialY yours:
SIMONS & ROW ELL.
Winchester, Tenn.
' November 11th. 1E3.
Prove What Swassp-Reet Will Do For You
Send ten cent. to Dr. Kijiner & Co.,
Binghamton; Ni -Irs.--for a sample size bot-
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable infor-
mation. telling about the kidneys and blad-
der. When writina, be pure and mention
this paper. Regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar sire bottles for sale at all drug
Ades
The man with a scheme nearly al-
ways wants to raise the money tieces-
'miry to put it through by subscription.
I TJ Cure a Cold in One DayTake LAXATIVE NKOMO QUININE l eek.Droggists rotund mone7 it it fads to cur.- 'WI ---
IttiaLblissatere to snore bus. aaa,.._
i
An average man, breathes about 211,




Farmer's Wife-What do you think
of our eggs' .
Paying Guest--Too small for their
age.-
Ec-Zene Kills Eczema.
Let us prove e. Aceept no subotaute. If
your laniggiat doe, net have it; writ* to
Irx Zoo. Co., St. Paul. Minn -Adv.
`Theatrically speaking, the death
scene of the heroine is apt to be tar
less realistic than her hair-dyeing.
Weak, Pointy Heart, and Mysteries
can be rectified  by Wit_ Jog:'Riloovoui- 3
beartand serve team. Frio* 300 cod $t.
Only a great man can -sueemefully-
dddge undeserved praise.
To keep clean and healthy 'take Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. -They-rolitlato -
,










Maser Mfg. C.. beet. I. 01110114. Pleb. —11Please ovod ma fan Inforroation boo I out obtato
etranuo•ty Far PI•or SiJrararar. bk2.7../
P1116.1etiL
4ko 4,aeo-mort *Mowry. from Sklar's
Ham 
We will tell you how we send you a complete set of
Oneida Conunnnity Par Plate Silverware
FREE with
tsis Macaroni Products
Guaranteed ten years. Bridal Wreath




Let to NI yes lh•cozp=
can recur" •
apt oi °gawk Cameo,
n ay Pas PleameNkleseleare
lenhSkumareaPesciact.
I n the erwasmairmosawethe
tracierniark foam pack
ages Cisaapar re b.)
Sinnuer's by the C the 24
packages Ali good grocr•re
seli 511.1110111's M•c•rent Products
Nine kinds of Macaroni Products
Macaroni Cut Spaghetti
Spaghetti Elbows
Egg Noodles Soup Rings
Cut Macaroni Alpha betos
Vermicelli
Skinner Manufacturing Co.
L.:owe Mantemet F•awr in .444.”0,
Dept. E Omaha. Neb.
%r.
am,










Better than you expect—a cloth that's built to stand wear and
Prime •••! tear and weether. Three generations of wearers have found
it the most-fot-the-tnoney cloth.
Be sure your overalls, shirts and jumners are made of Stifers-eit hasn't an
equal anywhere for all-round satisfactinn. Look for the tahel
on the back of the cloth inside the garments when you buy. In-
sist upon STIFEL'S and you'll never be disappointed in service.
sterrigi.
Cloth manufactured by J. L STIFIEL 61 SONS
Indigo Dyers a rtd Prtnt*rs WHEaLrne. W. VA,
Nine Truk zeo- :az c Werth Sr. Sae reaaelsini.—"Ilargat Tel. 
. 
Plete...1.z....64441=.....ele
laiabieleba se lamas ess.....eessa. Ob !lb sme
it ibraNei alt11111111111 W Nem Vasaape—••-4104.1eleelldlail












• • •*.eoemeeeme..ess— ..111be.e 34/ree.-• W.,. • - 4,31..1?
$4.00 $2.00
ONE YEAR SI X MONTHS









Splendid Combination at a Little Over
Half the Regular Price
3
Subscription orders at this rate will be accept-
ed only when sent through,regular Courier=Journ-
al Agent in this district.
Dale, Stubblefield & Comiy.
Murray, Kentucky.
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FINE' SELLS INTEREST1 filitWir iends and will Tly
-
forge to the:front. Mr. Jim Lu-
REAL ESTATE FIRM TO BRADLEY ten will also remain as a mem=
ber of the sales department.
Finney_haivdisposed oft _ -la retiring Mr. Finney has-
'his interest in the West Ken- seed a card to friends and pa-,
trona which follows:tiadiar Real Estate Exchange v.)
C. EL Bradley, the deal hay- To the friends and patrons-of
ing been c'osed last Saturday. the West IKentucty Real Es-
la retiring ft orn the real estate! tate Exchange:
business Mr. Finney does not! Having sold my interest in
intend to leave Calloway as he this concern I now submit myi
still has considerable interests place to my successor, Mr. Chas.,
here that will demand his atten-,' H. Bradley, of Murray, who
needs no introduction or recom-tion. He established the busi-
. mendation in Callov;ay county.ness here in 1909 and has devot
ed his entire time to it since. He and Mr. Jotityrin, my part-
Mr. C. H. Bradley, who sue- net for the-put three years,
ceeds Mr. Finney, is a native son both of whom are hustling gen-
of old Calloway, has abiding tlelpeb of good business ability,
faith in her lands and people, will constitute the new manage-
progressive, wide a-wake and a.went. Mr. James Luten, our
hthr. While ho willlafft
vote his entire time to the busi- :Years, will continue with the
neas it will be made to feel hist new furn- Tuesday evening at the home of
influence. Mr. -Joe Ryan con- 1 We are under many obligations her daughter, Mrs. Martha Shem-
times as a partner with Mr. to the good people of Calloway
Bradley and those who know and adjoining counties for the
loyal patronage which has made
UNUSUAL STATEMENT Making a Good Beginning With
Federal Naturalization Bureau's Fowls in the Fall.' Greet Besiege. Limes Due te
Nealsicit Plan Meets Approval.
maremMe4iikai -
  W. WITHERS MILLER
of the Pulk•Iiiller Drug
Company, IllehusAiii. VW, Iii tiiithority
for the following extraurilittury state-
ment:
estimate that the butilneee men of
this country could increese their eth-
ciency fully ten per cent by taking as
occaelototl In ntive find net neglecting
the bowels Its mast of them do."
He alai) Kahl that If the Iteetittnient
of t e in in on
present each husineas nniti in the coun-
try wiTh a iF.:ii of limn Orderlies, t
would be of greet benefit te li na-
11Ofial Welfare. Itesall Orderlies are
prompt in netion. plensinit to teke nitil
never gripe. cen be need by men. wom-
en or huItreftIbd ate Just the thing
for toning up elugglalt livers.
We have the exclusive selling rigida for
this great !Axel its. Tili 0, 10 biles
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD-
rHE REXALL STORE
position to mature and nester-
talize other matters trf which I
shall give my attention.
I shall continue to make my
home in Murray and Calloway
P'eounty.
And notv, with a good bye,
but with good wishes to, The
West Kentucky Real Estate Ex-
 change, her many patrons and
friends, and to the good people
of Calloway and other counties
who have made our business
what it is, I am,
Yours very truly, -
FINNer
him, and that is nearly every
the steady growth and develcse-man in the county, will agree
that Joe puts "pep" into every. ment of our business possible.
thing he tackles. The new team, Since the organization on Ju-
Ryan and Bradley, make a bust- 1Y 1, 1909, our total transfers
hog combination and the predic- have approximated one million 
ggeli, I Should Saltion can safely be made that dollars, making our sales and ex- " 
Calloway dirt is going to fly. 4Gets-It' DOES Work"changes average something lessC. H. Bradley. Jr., will be than $500 per working day fori •
with the new firm and will have the six years and six months. 1 'Took a' There, If You Don't Think.
entire charge of the office work, have watched with much in-' It'sJust Wonderful fcr Corns!"
He is a ckver youngster, has tweet the rural improvements, "Bless m_y stars, look at it' Land of
the farrn land developments, and eons came right off.-just like pe•eti.
the Why, Just look at it' That
improved agricultural inte 
ts lug bananas. Put your finger on my
How's Ns.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Cisterrh
Cure.
We, the undersigned, have-known
F• J. Cheney for 16 yearw and be-
Bev° him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financial-
ly able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
SATIONAL BANK Or COMMERCE.
Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
teinally, acting directly upon the
blo4.41 and mucous surfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent f r ee.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by
all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Deaths at Beaton.
Benton. Ky.. Jan. 17.-Three
of Benton's oldest and most
speeted ladies passed away -last
week. Mrs. Caroline Wells died
well, at the age of 93. On Sat-
urday Mrs. Sarah Etheridge died
at her home in North Ben ton of
pneumonia at the age of 82. Mrs.
Amanda Morgan, age 76, widow
of the late John E. Morgan, died
Saturday in North Benton.
orzwaw
For Partridge, Wood-






?WU X L 4t C_F Shot and 44 -Caw .0
Gigue Carer4444
1tit Pam 00y 101.010
14 al.? bre. 1. rms. a 'S.*.
gon %salaam undorserveft
lisenety afeisbiless
ge.wi tar 611.14 1,••
ens.. aid "MO Aim
is I« *asinine' 01eviist
throughout the country, while I
yet believe that this great-Wtit=
try is just in her infancy from
an agricultural view point, and
am still of the opinion that ju-
dicious investments in Calloway
county farm lands will pay well,
both from productions and en-
hancements. I have been ex-
tremely fortunate in having good
partners and good office help, f•
and last. but not least, have had "..:!r if" .`!"."-H. "sib- Lalltivalse "Itoe. 
right 
l'tehrear eio in  I t tbr V t4 ft. I I • •
a liberal patronage from as good 
smooth the scillitu-.
citizenship as lives on this earth 11”'"'vietl'i-1;Ilit':("Al'emnre
today. I was born and reared .•roVie-tiri twberalas al,n1r-eihargc°11.11neiwW148.




many new acquaintances in dif- b 
nbuyendiltionga h tkraall 
dnfictilii sr
"pilaonsg°11;
ferent parts of the county whose' 
rs.r, 44f:ie.-of; a tin e 
bandages,
Yantair ;tiral:ae:
in g:ort. +1 II V4 -Piatrna (1;ksoptiati
associations have been very to
pleasant indeed, both in a busi-
stick 
 tck hurl. or epT488r oniliheNothing-iie s-it- is sold every% he 
corn.
.25
ncss and a social way. I discon- 
bottle. gison, t• direct by E. asvrence:
I Co.,&s ld in 
Murray I tinue my connection, therefore, 1 as the ii ray and recommended
with this firm, not because of
any-disaat.isiaction but to be itt--11- 
world's
e stir. .
best cOrn remedy. - wasplaying, and *the aceuninlallrel seat-chin for ththus fornp
tired. the number of candldates for I
citizenship reached, and the night and
day echools which have been estab- ,
Wheel for their instruction. It is thei
intention of the bureau of naturalise-
n -1-6- communicate with all an,
_pitmen' for citizenship In the 'United
States, wherever they are to be
found, and to &emirs the opening of
classes for them. Duripg the current
scholastic. jear all atilic4.intendente of
schools where chnoies may be formed
vs 'VS monthly from the bureau
the name. address, sire, nationality,
and other necessary information eon- I
cerning each alien residirg within
their juriadictione who files a declara-
tion of intention or petition for natu-
ralization. In thin manner the school
authorities are enabled to -get-itv touch
with such applteante and afford them
valuable assixtance in preparing for
citizenship In addition to this' the '
bureau informs each applicant for j Single Comb White Leghorn.
citizenship that his name has been 
for tuberculosis.
I To itusure steady motion, a sopa*,forwarded to the educational authori- uhirly in the Single same %bite .car- ter must be fastened to a solid EMI*ties, advises him to go _to school, and born variety, that will lay- many more dation. A concrete door /MVOS_ ittlaeggs yearly there-fewie that do not
Somefitnet lack of rte.:vise -- --
points out the benefits to be derived 
better than Anything else. •from ouch attendance. The bureau is carry this heavy laying trait. Pure- 1_
also working in close co-operation bred chickens of the general purpose barrenness In ditty cattle. I1 le airierwith various patriotic and civic bodies or, meat type will, during the erti
period, make a more rapid ald-Weco-441'w441-to ino*Thil-dliry cow to tall°-"of the country to oecuro the opening
of public night schools where there nomicul gain in live weight than son- 
lunch fat. Always give her plenty Ot
are none. greis. At no ago are mongrel chick-
The average cow In full milk nowThe wives of all petitioners for nat. ens so salable as pure'tiredli.'--
will consume from thirty to fortyuralization are also advised to attend As to the land required, fowls will untis of silage to advantage. Addac.hooh-tor the seaman- Mist they derive. be contented- end prolisaide.....eeethee,e.r
this some ten pounds or dry fed.
tam 
when their husbands ob- they are confined in a house, allowed ' der. and the roughage feed is cos-ULM their final peers. and because, to range over a small or large enclos-
too, such instruction will materially ure or given entire liberty. The more r; Only concrete floors should be per-aid the family to live as Americans closely they are confined, the greater
live. It 'has been found that ap-. the cost of food.and•the more Wen- 
milted in a dairy barn. They coat
- perhaps, originally. but they ereximately two- out of emery- three --firm they require. Ali Ideal 'range for -
piltitioners for naturalization are mar- flock of twenty-five to fortx fowler MI 
run ..For one
Med, and it Is toward the improve-' a house such as that descritkd in the ' 
_talha. e_ti,calikat WAIN long
mg they make It posstbter to save
some of the liquid manure, kvery eat
uable item.
Planting Currents.
The best time to plant currants le
'n the fall. The reason that they demencement of the school year on Octo- er and the clover in the winter. One
not always succeed in the spring isher 1 notifications _hate been sent to and one-half acres will provide sufti-
approximately 40.000 deelaranta. CO,. cient range for 500 hens. An orchard that they are planted too late. Spline
000 petitioners. and 15.000 wives of peti- or partially wooded range is prefer- planting should be made very early.
tamers, and each day hundreds are able to one that is barren of natural
shade. 
There is nothing easier to plant than
added to the list. The earrant if it is done at the right
Hon shows that over _half a million Cause of Winter Killing. 
season.The present volume of naturalize-
-foreign-born residints annually bring Trees should not be kept growingthemselves within the jurisdiction of until too late in the fall becircse thethe bureau of naturalization, and it wooa should have plenty of time to
Is the plan of the bureau, through the mature before- heavy frost, so that itco-operation of the public schools with not winte- kill. If trees severe
lts educational movement, to change _ winter bill_ they should be mem,
that portion of the alien body now in ly pruned and all the dead- wood re-
a condition Otlietail-eiti dependence or --siovsd, • •
-maintenance-to-the state-of-
productive capacity which is the birth-
right of all American citizens regard-
less of their origin of birth.
WHEN IS A JAG A "JAG?"
West Virginia Higher Bench May De-
cide Question, "When Is a
Man Intoxicated?"
Charleston. W. Va.-The state su-
preme court lel likely to be called on
to decide the 'question. "When is a
man intoxicated?"
A .man was arrested on a charge of
drunkenness. but the evidence was
conflicting when he was -arraigned be-
fore Magistrate Vickere.
The defendant admitted five drinks,
but denied he was inttikicated. lie
gave notice_ of Appeal to a higher
court when the magistrate fined him
110. Magistrate Vickers gave this
definition of -"when a man is intoxi-
Fur a man to begin in the allffidt
way, with three good biotite sows, a*
lavestment of about 1223 is necessarl
Poultry Husbandman of Clemson 
ho
for breeding animals, freeing. hog
Mors Than 400 Cities and Towne Cents* Tells Hew -tie - Iletabitelt ' -"WI" end the ‘1141441"1"1 °I-Pr%
Movement for Elimination ef Leghorn is flavored. 
JIBetteet pastures.
The total coot of predurtes a. stop
Join-.Nstion-Wide Educational Flock at This deessit--White .
•=••••••••• 
Of 45 pigs, which one should obtain In
the Hyphen.
. . Many people prefer suring_ah Unto 
a year from three good sows. will be- t•_ft
The cost per hundred.
Washington -Throughout the con* M which to make a baglaatag with .wimilte ght,"ertimatIng piss at 200 pounds
try the plan of the bureau of natural. PoultrY, and there is no doubt, that each, would be about flee dollars, or
opring has many advantage' for this
purpose. Put a sucreileful flock can be 
live cents per pound. Under idealizatiou of the United States depart.
Meet of labor to enlist the CO-OPIPM- Conditions. however, It is entirely poll-
. and Amerirantsatitm of candidates fer-- 111111---411---fhie
thin of public schools in the education eptablis_hed in fall or winter, accord- gws Ls Drudge.  hag a as lea as airs.
poultry hushatidnian if to three pea one.hetf rents per pound.
citizetnitilp is receiving the most grati•___ff_ttnelan.,..-coll"lie, _, who Wes ma°
tying support. Approalinetely 400 *civics along this nue for those who
ettlaitiseld_towna_have. Already lcdaist _WWI to Mika their &tart La Dila indoi.
In this nation wide educstional move- try now. Is much higher. Calculating the profit
tnent for the elimination or the by. When a begialling with poultry Is on the produce of three sows with a
phen and this number is increasing to he made In full or winter, he sit' dna of live cent/ per pound and a
t sloes buying a breeding pen of Young setting price of eight cents, the profitdaily,
magnitude of this work and Its stock. One coeki•rii and from five to i per sow fur a year would be 03.50.
development since its inception are littovri Pullets will make a suitable or a total for the three sows of $210.60.
shown In part, by the territory coy- breeding pen if the size of Om litters is small
These fowls should be pure bred.
Otio can purchase stock of Strains
bred fur heavy egg production, pantie.
The average --lung price tor hots
Cla root In (ha ROOM is at least sight
tw-sotte-restts -per pound and often It
for one of many possible realons, the
profits will be severely cut For in-
Mance, if the three sows produce °ale
30 pigs, the profit will be only 184 per
sow, or $102 for the three. To return
large profits, sows mast produce large
litters and pige must huve large qualm.
iTtfei-ofika footi.
CONCRETE FLOORS FOR DAIRY •
Insures Steady Motion for 110106Wil -
-- -Wake It Possibie to ejtvelleilim-7----r-
of Liquid Manure.
(Prepared by Dalrv Division of Cismocat
colletta.)
The Babcock test never Mabee II
mistake:
•11CaUmeney is 1mM-hi-having
' Calve In spring instead of fall. I
It is a good rule to have ever, cow
• in a herd teeted at least once 41 year
went of the home life and conditions Clemson poultry built-tips is fifty by
that this phase of the movement is one hundred feet. Such a range in
especially directed. Bermuda sod and bur or crimson do-
The records of the bureau of nate- ver will be green all the year; the
ralization show that since the corn- Bermuda being green in warm weath•
Way to Store Cabbages.
Store cabbages in a cool cellar,
heads doan. They may be bung from
supports. or the roots may be cut off
and the heads wrapped in newspaper
! and laid on a shelf, but they should
be hung _Meads down for a while to In.I sure draining the, water out.
WADING AND REPAIRING FARM FENCES
(
Sussex Gate—Hard for Cattle to Operate.
cated."
  man-wben Iris 
the year far building and repairingtude changes from that repose which
fences, as one can go out immediatelyis characteristic of sobriety. It is not
I after a soaking rain and set twice asnecessary for him to be fallen into I ,
many posts as he usually can, becausegutter."
of the softness of the groun.1.-
Then the strenuous season that triesIS NOW A MAORI CHIEF fences has just posited. and their re-
pairing and building thuS is more nee-Former Ragtime Expert Marries Prin essary. Also, if the ground shouldcess Karrarria. Daughter of
Famous Chieftain,
ily or so efficiently.
freeze before the work is done, these
needed repairs cannot be_ (1..ip, so eas-
By doing all fencing. gatt: hanging -
and repairing-this fall, one will atoll -
having these jobs on hand when the
rush season comes on mevt _spring, at
which time the work .is apt to be
neglected or -slighted in -the herr-vac;
get to the field; so that the crops thusare exposed to the stock .more than
they elanthl he through the entire
summer seatton. e
flood fences insure the farmer knoW•ing rigla where he will Mid any stockhe may desire to see. They not only
sate -the tinee many farmer* expendIn chtasing around over the 
c4tr Met k but lliey pre-. el was followed by their. vent' the 
be was made cheat
iny M. COVERDEL1.1
•
San Frarteisco.-From a ragtime
player to White ('hie' of a Maori tribe
at Haw 8 Bay ands the husband ofit
Princes Karrarria. the daughter of a'
famous Maori chieftain, is the fortune;
of Peter La Morte. who arrived here
on the, !Matson steamer Matsonia en
route to the Royal Naval academy in
Lontiorie , .1,
Several years ago La Monte went to
London from New York to introduce.
ragtime in the London music halls.'
The Princess Karrarria was at the
thine studying in a London school. She.'
visited the Music hall where La 'Mortal












lug in on ene's premises ' In short,
the-y-eld to .-the beauty int the houillitrOftilfis, give the x01440'141% • nest-^or. More husinerelike gopeartince. add --
niateiiPHY t tit" i'aloc 'of the Ism.acui keep cine_on tietter..tyrtna_W.itk.P
••••••••••••11...3■1113
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